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ABSTRACT
Critical Moments in Psychotherapy:
A Qualitative Analysis of the Therapist's Contribution
(September 1979)
Judah Charles Safier, B.A., Touro College
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Norman R. Simonson
This qualitative study investigated the different aspects of the
therapist's contribution to the process of client change. Thirty Ph.D.-
level clinical psychologists were interviewed regarding their general
and specific perspectives on their roles in the facilitation of client
change, which was viewed in terms of critical moments or turning points
in that process. The therapist's contribution was found to be composed
of both personal and professional aspects. These related to the thera-
pist's general investment in the work, the values or philosophies
brought to the work, the fit between therapist and client needs, the
therapist's ability to empathize with the client, the therapist's abil-
ity to deal with impediments in the process of therapy, the therapist's
skills, and the therapist's familiarity with working with specific kinds
of issues. It was suggested that these factors receive differential
weightings in different therapist-client dyads. Factors that can affect
the therapist's availability to the client were discussed, and the ex-
perience of the research for both the participants and the investigator
was explored.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Change in psychotherap y
The therapeutic relationship is an interpersonal experience
oriented toward the facilitation of psychological change. The funda-
mental context within which this process takes place is the therapist-
client dyad. While different schools of psychotherapy speak of change
using different terms and concepts, basic to many of them is the notion
that the relational aspect of psychotherapy is the critical context for
change. Within this context, an individual is provided the opportunity
to venture into a new way of experiencing the world, and understands
that experience both phenomenological ly as well as through the cognitive
and linguistic modes of a given theoretical orientation.
Transcending the theoretical orientations or specific models of
change is the general structure of the change process. Basically, this
may be conceptualized as cumulative or as incremental.
A cumulative model of change sees therapeutic change as a continu-
ous linear process aimed at uncovering and exploring "deeper", more
authentic realms of personality. The level of depth that may be reached
is directly related to the work which has gone on before, in that each
change builds on the change that preceded it and laid the groundwork for
it. Structurally, the model looks like this:
1
"deeper" (more authentic)
levels of personality
Therapy begins at point (a). Contact is made and work ensues to
the point where there is some consensual agreement that the client has
somehow modified the world-view that was present at the start of treat-
ment; the client is now at point (b). This modification opens new areas
for exploration, such that the work can continue in this fashion to the-
point (x) where sufficient change has occurred that closure and termina-
tion may be reached. Thus, each change develops out of the change(s)
that preceded it and is necessary to the change(s) that follow it. .
(Cashdan's "continuity principle" (Cashdan, 1973, p. 8) may be seen as a
corollary of this model, insofar as this principle states that "the be-
havioral shift of the client which forms the output of any one stage
comprises the input for the subsequent stage.")
An alternative model of change is an incremental one which concep-
tualizes the process in a step-wise fashion:
"deeper" (more authentic)
levels of personality
Therapy begins with issues and interactive modes that are at a
relatively superficial level (a) insofar as the therapist-client rela-
tionship has not yet had sufficient opportunity to develop. As the re-
lationship grows, qualitatively more intimate areas may be reached (b-d).
with the discussion at each level manifesting a significantly different
level of involvement and impact on both parties. Thus, with each suc-
ceeding stage comes a new level of dialogue that would be incomprehen-
sible and, indeed, inappropriate at any preceding stage. In this model,
then, therapy is more than simply cumulative, in that change is facili-
tated by changing the level, and not just the extensiveness , of dis-
course
.
(Of course, clients often make the connections between sessions
that move the therapy to deeper levels; for purposes of simplicity, such
a case is not discussed here as it is less dramatically related to a
specific therapist intervention. Similarly, a model of therapy may be
constructed that combines the cumulative and incremental models; while
such an approach is probably more in accordance with actual occurrence,
for the sake of simplicity it too will be cited without explication.)
The question to be addressed within the incremental model refers to
the process by which these succeedingly more intimate levels of encoun-
ter are reached; that is, what occurs at each preceding level to "jump"
the relationship to the deeper level. It will be suggested that these
moments of change are the critical moments in which real interpersonal
I-Thou (Buber, 1958) contact is made and which fundamentally alter the
nature and quality of the therapist-client relationship. Through this
process, qualitatively more personal material is made available for ex-
ploration and, hence, change can occur in areas that are more basic to
4to one's being and functioning.
An analysis of the process of change begins with a discussion of
the therapist as an agent of change. Aspects of the therapist's contri-
bution to the process of change will be discussed, and a conceptualiza-
tion will be offered regarding the therapist's personal contribution to
the treatment process. That conceptualization will then be discussed
within the context of a general theory of relationship-building, after
which it will be applied more specifically to the process of psycho-
therapy and to the therapist's role within that process.
The therapist's contribution
The therapist's task is to facilitate the process of change. A
number of sources (e.g., Alexander, 1958; Frank, 1961) indicate that
this facilitation is carried out through both technical and personal
means. Perhaps the most cogent synthesis is offered by Strupp (1960),
who maintains that because therapeutic techniques are applied in an in-
terpersonal context, an analysis of the effects of therapy must take
into account both technical and personal factors. Within such personal
and relational factors as warmth and acceptance, no amount of technique
will be successful at facilitating growth, for there will be no context
for its application; conversely, relationship alone is not enough with-
out techniques by which to enhance its growth -facilitating properties.
Thus, personal characteristics of the therapist become significant
insofar as they can potentially influence the course of therapy.
Studies in this area include Holt and Luborsky's (1958) widely-quoted
findings regarding personality characteristics appropriate for thera-
pists (introspection, intellectual ism, and tolerance of differences in
beliefs and views) and Henry, Sims, and Spray's (1971, 1973) extensive
analysis of the personal backgrounds from which individuals become thera-
pists. However, these studies have focused on the therapist as an indi-
vidual person and not considered in any extensive fashion the influence
of that person on the therapist-client relationship.
On the other hand, there are studies which have focused on quanti-
fiable aspects of the relationship that are unsatisfying insofar as they
leave out the personal factors that make the relationship vital. Thus,
Snyder and Snyder (1961) and Goldstein (1971) defined and operationalized
the therapist-client relationship in terms of interpersonal affect and
interpersonal attraction respectively and proceeded to study the rela-
tionship by administering series of scales to both therapist and client.
These studies, however, are of limited generality and forfeit the flavor
of psychotherapy in favor of quantification. As Strupp (1973) points out
in a different context, such studies may introduce artifacts by imposing
on therapist and client the non-functional task of filling out scales,
which they would not do in the usual course of psychotherapy. Other
quantitative studies that have found relational factors to contribute
significantly to psychotherapy outcome (e.g., Strupp, Wallach, & Wogan,
1964; Luborsky, Chandler, Auerbach, Cohen, & Bachrach, 1971; Kaschak,
1978) show little consensus regarding the processes by which that rela-
tionship becomes facil itative: though the relationship clearly emerges
as a crucial factor, there is less clarity and general agreement regard-
ing the factors operating within that relationship. Hence, to study the
therapist's contribution in a relational context, it appears necessary
to step back from method and return to theory-specifically, to the
"traditional" ways in which psychotherapy theory has viewed the thera-
pist's contribution as a person to the therapeutic relationship.
Countertransference. The therapist's emotional reactions to the
client are an important aspect of therapy insofar as psychotherapy is a
special case of interpersonal relationship. Within that controlled en-
vironment, feelings aroused in both parties can be used as an index of
the relationship and occasionally to indicate the upcoming direction of
the work. The therapist's attenti veness to the personal feelings
aroused by the client may therefore be seen as a valuable tool in the
therapeutic process.
The term generally and historically used to refer to personal feel
ings aroused in the therapist is countertransference. The label, how-
ever, does not necessarily imply a uniformity of definition, as Orr
(1954) and Singer (1970) each point out in their reviews of the counter
transference literature. As Orr summarizes most cogently,
There is almost universal agreement on the crucial importance
of transference and countertransference in clinical psycho-
analysis, but far from unanimous agreement on how the concepts
are to be understood and still less on how the phenomena them-
selves are to be dealt with in psychoanalytic treatment (p.
668).
Basically, the countertransference literature revolves around two
central issues. The first refers to the fundamental question: What is
countertransference? The most extreme position is that of Balint and
Balint (1939), who maintain that anything the analyst says (with the ex
ception of an interpretation) or does is countertransference insofar as
these words and actions influence the transference situation. In this
context, even such mundane realities as the arrangement of the chairs in
the analyst's office have a special significance. English and Pearson
(1937) appear to limit their definition of countertransference to the
realm of feelings, yet within that realm agree with Balint: anything
the analyst feels toward the patient is countertransference. Heiman
(1950) and Little (1951) agree with this formulation. Others, including
Freud (1910), Horney (1939), and Fromm-Reichmann (1950) refer to the un-
conscious, neurotic, and distorting aspects of these personal feelings,
and seem to restrict countertransference only to these potentially-
disruptive aspects of therapist feelings. Finally, Berman (1949) and
probably Cohen (1952) imply that there may be aroused in the therapist
feelings that are not countertransferential , but are in fact appropriate
to the interpersonal situation that is part of therapy.
This distinction leads to the second issue involved in understand-
ing what is meant by countertransference, which relates to the desira-
bility and potential utility of these feelings. Obviously, to the ex-
tent that countertransference is seen as a neurotically-based distortion,
it is a hindrance (cf. Fliess, 1953) that must be avoided. If it arises
nonetheless, it may be "used", to be sure (Racker, 1968; Langs, 1973)
but this gauging of the therapy interaction is then done on a post-hoc
basis. That is, feelings were aroused initially at an unconscious level,
and only by their ascendance into consciousness can any potential bene-
fit to the therapy be realized. In short, the therapist is asked to
make the best of a hindrance that has already made its appearance.
Berman (1949), however, suggests that some feelings that are
8aroused in the therapist may be reasonable and appropriate emotional re-
sponses. After all, he says, psychotherapy is fundamentally an inter-
personal situation, such that even transference and countertransference
must necessarily be based on some real-world (i.e., non-fantasy) affin-
ities and disaffinities: were there no underlying attraction, for exam-
ple, positive transference would have no substrate upon which to build.
Hence, Berman sees a similar element in the therapist's positive feel-
ings for the client, as these feelings come to comprise an attitude
which he calls "dedication."
Others who have written of the appropriateness of therapist feel-
ings toward the client include Rogers (1957), Jourard (1964, 1968), and
Kopp (1972). For these and other theorists, the humanity of the thera-
pist is seen as fundamental to the experience of psychotherapy, as the
client comes to participate in a mutually interactive relationship in
which words and deeds have effects that may be explored without the in-
terferences that becloud everyday relationships. Were the therapist to
be distant and non-feel ing— or if the therapist's feelings were seen as
a hindrance— the client's therapeutic relationship could well become as
constricted as the problematic everyday ones which motivated the entry
into therapy. Therapist feelings, then, are not only appropriate, but
highly desirable.
A reconciliation of the aforementioned views may be reached by
placing them on a continuum rather than seeing them as mutually exclu-
sive. Arousal of feelings in the therapist may be a hindrance--and be-
come countertransferential--if the therapist becomes so caught up in
them as to lose the professional objectivity the work of therapy re-
quires. Some feelings must be aroused, however, insofar as it is impor-
tant for the therapist to empathize with the client's existential situa-
tion. Thus, the therapist must balance subjectivity (and feelings) and
objectivity: too much of the former can lead to obstructive counter-
transference; too much of the latter can lead to an interpersonal dis-
tance that is at variance with the establishment of a growth-facilitating
therapist-client relationship.
Placing the dimensions of the therapist's personal experience of
the therapy on a continuum, then, suggests that a theoretical point
exists up to which the therapist's subjectivity can facilitate the work
of therapy. Carson and Heine (1962) make a similar point, suggesting
that a curvilinear relationship exists between therapist-client similar-
ity (which may arouse feelings in the therapist) and positive outcome in
psychotherapy. Although there is some question as to the generality of
their findings, they postulated an optimal balance between similarity
and outcome. High therapist-client dissimilarity had a negative effect
on outcome, as there was then no basis for empathy; high similarity also
had a negative effect, as the countertransference elements then became
too much of a hindrance to the work. Some degree of therapist-client
similarity, then, is desirable insofar as it facilitates the therapist's
entry into a feeling relationship; but, as with other aspects of thera-
pist feelings, such arousal of feelings in the therapist must be tem-
pered by the appropriateness of these feelings for the work of therapy.
Again, a balance must be reached between the therapist's personal feel-
ings and the therapist's professional role.
The term which generally refers to the appropriate utilization in
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therapy of the therapist's feelings is empathy. Empathy suggests a di-
rection by which the therapist's present personal feelings can be used
in the service of the (professional) psychotherapy relationship.
Empathic identification : An_ alternative to countertransfe rence
Empathy. For psychotherapy to proceed on both intellectual and
emotional levels, it is necessary that the therapist combine knowledge
of personality dynamics with an appreciation and concern for the client's
affective state. The latter helps the client feel less alone in the
search for meaning, as this search is now being undertaken in relation-
ship with an other who understands that experience. The former provides
the assurance that the search is a coherent, purposive process. Train-
ing for a career as a therapist readily provides instruction in the in-
tellectual aspects of psychotherapy. The therapist's development as a
person provides the material from which the empathic, feeling aspects of
the therapy relationship may be culled.
Rogers (1957) defines empathy as the ability "to sense the client's
private world as if it were your own, but without ever losing the 'as
if quality" (p. 99). Much writing and research has been undertaken to
attempt to explain and validate the construct; but there is fairly clear
consensus among practitioners of psychotherapy that something called em-
pathy exists and that it refers to a process by which the therapist at-
tempts to understand and appreciate the client's feeling state. Empathy
helps move the process of therapy from a purely cognitive level to a
feeling one as well, facilitating the therapist's understanding of not
only the client's objective world, but also the subjective (phenomeno-
logical) one. By allowing the therapist to complement an intellectual
comprehension of the client's state and dynamics with a feeling-based
appreciation for the demands and effects of that state, empathic under-
standing facilitates the development of the therapy on both cognitive
and affective levels, giving the therapist a fuller picture of the
client's world and paving the way for the client's own acceptance of
affective life.
The establishment of empathy is important insofar as it facilitates
the client's entry into the psychotherapy relationship by reducing
therapist-client interpersonal distance. This is accomplished through
the therapist's communicating to the client a sense of being understood,
which enables the client to continue the exploration of self that is the
work of therapy. This communication is repeated throughout the course
of therapy, as the client resists further exploration and growth when
the power of these unknown entities becomes too forbidding. The thera-
pist facilitates growth by creating an atmosphere within which that al-
ternative is "safe", insofar as the fears and feelings that ensue are
accepted by the therapist as valid reactions to that exploration.
The issue to be discussed is how the therapist accepts those feel-
ings--i.e., how one can empathize with a set of circumstances and situa-
tions that is unique to a specific client. Without such empathy, the
interpersonal distance will often be too great for the therapist-client
meeting to develop into a relationship; yet, if each person is funda-
mentally unique, how can one .ever come to understand another in a
growth-facilitating way?
The solution to this paradox follows Sullivan (1953) and Bakan
(1956), both of whom suggest that the humanity common to therapist and
client is the basis for empathy. The range of the therapist's past life
experience can be used to identify empathically with (and thus to appre-
ciate affectively) the feeling-state the client is describing, by refer-
ring it to a personal experience that feels similar along some relevant
dimension. Discrete and synthesized events from the therapist's past
can then find constructive expression in the present, to ensure the
authenticity of the empathy that is one of the "necessary and sufficient
conditions" for the work of therapy.
Empathic identification, then, suggests an alternative way of using
the therapist's subjectivity in the service of the psychotherapy rela-
tionship. Whereas contertransference focuses on present emotional re-
actions aroused in the therapist, empathic identification focuses on the
past experiences in the therapist's life which form the substrate for
empathy. The therapist's personal past thus becomes the framework from
which to approach the facilitation of change in the present.
"Go from yourself" : The^ appropriate use of the^ therapist's past ijx
psychotherapy
The concept of making creative use of one's personal past receives
its clearest articulation in the "method" of actor training that Lee
Strasberg (Hethmon, 1965) developed out of the "system" expounded by
Constantin Stanislavski (1936, 1949, 1969). Following Stanislavski 's
imperative "Go from yourself" (Moore, 1960), Strasberg taught a method
by which an actor could use personal material as the source for entering
into the world of the character. In the psychotherapy literature as
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well, there are various illustrations of how the concept of using one's
personal experiences can be valuable, in terms of facilitating the de-
velopment of an empathic therapist-client relationship.
Warkentin (Burton, 1972) writes of understanding a client's experi-
ence of loneliness by relating it to the deprivation that characterized
his own childhood. Ben-Dor ("Woman Doctor", 1977) used her own experi-
ences as a concentration camp internee to empathize with patients' feel-
ings about being on closed wards. In a vivid illustration of the syn-
thesis of relevant past experiences, Marcantonio (1974)-a celibate
priest—writes of relating to couples' sexual difficulties by focusing
on the underlying communication, sex role, or intimacy problems. Thus,
the therapist need not to have been in the same situation as that de-
scribed by the client in order to be empathic, so long as relevant per-
sonal material is available from which to appreciate the client's
feeling-state.
The use of the therapist's "person", then, entails contacting those
aspects of one's life experience that can be used in the development and
maintenance of a feeling relationship. For the therapist, this approach
to relationship provides a fuller, more rounded comprehension of the
conflicts and issues with which the client is wrestling. For the client,
the therapist's empathic understanding can reduce the sense of aloneness
and perhaps offer some hope that the client has the potential to resolve
these conflicts. The therapist offers that personal experience not to
short-circuit the client's own, but to establish contact with the
client's experience. The client is thereby invited to explore feelings,
as the therapist's empathy implies an authentic comprehension and ac-
14
ceptance of the client's humanity.
Some of the technical and professional implications of the thera-
pist's use of self have been discussed elsewhere (Safier, 1978). These
include the manner in which this type of empathy is communicated to the
client, the limits on empathy, and the ways in which a therapist can fa-
cilitate contact with relevant aspects of personal past experience.
Needless to say, this approach to empathy may not be appropriate for all
therapists with all clients at all times. However, to the extent that
an implicit sharing of experience is seen as the fundamental component
of empathy, and empathy is seen as desirable, this approach suggests a
way by which to ensure that the empathy is authentic.
Authentic empathy facilitates the establishment of an affective re-
lationship between therapist and client. It enables encounter to take
place by helping to break through the interpersonal barriers that hinder
the work of therapy. Just as these barriers are constructed by individ-
uals, so too do individuals have the ability to transcend them. Sym-
bolic interactionism suggests a theoretical framework within which to
understand the ways therapist and client negotiate these barriers and
move from distance to intimacy.
Symbol ic interactionism and relational stages
Interpersonal situations, as part of a larger entity called "real-
ity", are constructed by the participants thereof. A large part of this
construction and the meaning given to it derives from the symbols (or
signs, or, sometimes, frames of reference) by which the participants at-
tempt to define the situation. The interpersonal relationship itself is
15
malleable to the extent that the symbols which define it are similarly
flexible.
Psychotherapy is an interpersonal situation which requires a bal-
ance between the use of symbols and the transcendence of these symbols.
Symbols are introduced by both parties at the outset of the request for
treatment; at this stage, they are broadly defined as "helper" and
"helpee", "doctor" and "patient", and so forth. Roles are assigned and
expectations developed on the basis of these symbols. Face-to-face in-
teraction begins with these roles being a part of the interpersonal bag-
gage each participant brings to the situation.
It must be noted that the existence of these roles is not necessar-
ily detrimental. Indeed, the very formation of a sense of self is re-
lated to a similar process of role-taking, insofar as the social defini-
tion of the self determines the roles that self may assume (Hewitt,
1976). This, in turn, is the basis for social interaction, for role-
taking enables role-making: the modification of a role to facilitate
Its fit into a larger social context. To the extent that flexibility
inheres in role-making, its appropriateness can be ascertained and ne-
cessary modifications introduced. Stagnation and interpersonal distance
can ensue when such modifications are forsaken in favor of a rigid
clinging to a role or roles that may no longer be appropriate.
Just as one may take a role for oneself, so too may one take an-
other's role and attempts to perceive and understand reality from that
perspective. This may even be facilitated by as basic an intervention
as using another's language modes, which Minuchin (1974) and Watzlawick
(1978) have shown to be a useful way of appreciating another's reality.
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The ability to take another's role depends upon a number of factors all
related to the comprehensibil ity of another's behavior within a given
context, such that that behavior can then be predicted. These factors
include typification (which response is typical in a given situation),
probability (which response is likely), causality (the imputation or
disavowal of motive or other causal factors), and substantive congruency
(Hewitt, 1976, p. 120-127)--the last of which is elaborated in a differ-
ent context by Bakan (1956) and refers to a consensus of agreement re- -
garding a particular definition of the situation. Central to this tak-
ing of another's role, then, is the ability to make sense of that role
within the frames of reference that mediate one's own interaction with
the world.
Berger and Luckmann (1966) maintain that role-taking is optimally
flexible in the presence of an other to the extent that one is in real
face-to-face contact with the other. In that case, typificatory pattern-
ing (or stereotyped labeling) cannot be inflexibly introduced, as such
codification must be continuously modified (i.e., roles must be remade
or refined) by accounting for incoming information. Typification--or,
in Shibutani's (1961) terms, conventional roles—may be appropriate and
even useful at the earliest onset of interpersonal relationship; but
authentic relationship develops out of the continuous modification of
these roles to the point where they become irrelevant. This begins at
the point of interpersonal encounter in which relationship enters the
I-Thou mode (Buber, 1958).
Interpersonal relationship, then, represents a balance between
modes. Buber expresses these as the distancing I-It and the intimate
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I-Thou; Shibutani's terms are the conventional roles which are standar-
dized and label people and the interpersonal roles which are unique and
mutually responsive; Berger and Luckmann's conceptualization is that of
typification versus face-to-face. For all, the endpoints of the rela-
tional continuum are seen as objectivity and subjectivity, and relation-
ship travels along this continuum with the modes balanced according to
the historical, immediate, and anticipated requirements of the relation-
ship.
The balance between objectivity and subjectivity has been discussed
earlier in terms of its critical importance for the psychotherapy rela-
tionship. Symbolic interactionism suggests a way in which this balance
may be seen in a stage-wise fashion, with the process of the psychother-
apy relationship and critical moments within it understood in terms of
symbols and the transcendence of them.
The most basic--and, in the context discussed here, the most inter-
personally distant--mode of interaction is the symbol- or role-dominated
one, in which each participant responds not to the unique other, but to
the "picture" s/he has of the other. It is in this stage of relation-
ship that issues of trust arise, as the boundaries are negotiated that
will govern potential modifications of these symbols. (Without such
trust, the client's fear of vulnerability will remain too high to enable
the relationship to develop.) As the negotiations ensue, the picture
each has of the other is elaborated and meaningful work can continue.
(It is important to note, as does Strupp (1973, p. 137) that this
negotiation is a crucial part of the therapy process, insofar as it
places in the client's hands a measure of responsibility for progress.
18
This responsibility lays the foundation for future therapeutic work, the
concept of resistance being but one of its corollaries.)
The process by which the client responds to a^"picture" of the
therapist has been labeled "transference" and is an important parameter
of psychodynamic therapy. Traditionally, the therapist's responding to
the client on the basis of a personal historical picture has been labeled
"countertransference" and has been largely seen as a hindrance. Within
the context of symbolic interactionism, however, empathic identification
suggests a way in which the therapist's personal material may be used to
clarify the picture and ultimately to transcend it.
To the extent that the therapist can identify with the client's
situation (by creative use of personal past experience), the therapist's
understanding of that situation, and hence the therapist's picture re-
lated to it, is more accurate. This second stage of therapist-client
relationship is a momentary event of encounter in which both parties
perceive that the therapist has accurately "taken" (figuratively rather
than literally) the role of the client, perceiving the situation as the
client does. The client's sense is then one of being fully understood,
which in the lives of many clients is unique to the therapy relation-
ship. This critical moment facilitates the reaching of the next stage
of relationship, in which pictures and symbols may be transcended inso-
far as they are now irrelevant: the context has become authentic and
genuine face-to-face relationship.
This high level of intensity can probably not be sustained for a
long duration of time (due to such factors as the self-preservative na-
ture of interpersonal boundaries and the potentially draining nature of
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sustained intimacy), such that the cycle of relational stages must begin
anew. However, the critical moment that has ensued has ideally intro-
duced new modifications to the therapist's and client's interpersonal
pictures, such that the work continues at a qualitatively "deeper" level
than it had previously. The context is then established for other
critical moments and progressively more intimate levels of relationship
and of therapy.
Stages in therapy, then, may be seen as stages in relationship; and
critical moments in therapy relate to episodes in the establishment, ne-
gotiation, and maintenance of relationship. Symbols, roles, and inter-
personal pictures interact in relationship, and the clarification and
modification of these entities eventually render them obsolete. To the
extent that a therapist can make creative use of personal experience in
reaching a client (which in turn can depend on the client's own degree
of openness), the therapist's picture of the client can achieve more ac-
curate resolution and clarity. This enables the relationship eventually
to reach a stage where pictures are transcended in favor of the immedi-
acy and vitality of face-to-face interaction.
Thus, symbolic interactionism suggests a theoretical framework
which can be used to illustrate the ways both therapists and clients
participate in constructing their interpersonal reality. When applied
to psychotherapy, this suggests that the most heuristic model for under-
standing therapeutic change and the moments which enable change is,
similarly, an interactive one.
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All interactive model of^ therapeutic change
In his cogent and excellent defense of the scientific tenability of
clinical psychology. Bakan (1956) writes that clinical psychology is un-
scientific only if viewed in the dualistic terms of the subject-object
split, following the doctrine that Bakan calls "epistemological loneli-
ness" (p. 656). Science generated from this postulate attempts to cate-
gorize and understand behavior in discrete observable parts and defends
that as the only valid enterprise for scientific endeavor.
However, insofar as clinical psychology is concerned, a philo-
sophy of loneliness and estrangement does not seem to be the
most appropriate foundation. As a matter of fact, it might
not be too great a stretch in characterizing many moderns seek-
ing the assistance of clinical psychologists to say that their
disease is exactly this feeling of loneliness and estrangement;
that what they are seeking from the relationship is assistance
in overcoming the sense of being, as Thomas Wolfe put it, "for-
ever prison pent" (p. 657).
To understand change in a relationally-oriented psychotherapy context,
then, it is essential to consider the experience from the perspectives
of both client and therapist. One way this understanding may be reached
is through an exploration of the moments that enable change.
Kelman (1969) has written of this experience from the client's per-
spective. His article, entitled "Kairos: The auspicious moment", de-
scribes this moment of potential change as a fleeting instant toward
which the conditions of the client's life have led, and at which some-
thing unique can happen or be accomplished. (The word "kairos" itself
refers to the youngest child of the Greek god Zeus; this child personi-
fied opportunity.) The kairos event takes place because the client is
ready for change and has created (with help from the therapist) the con-
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ditions within which this re-orientation to life can take place. One
example Kelman gives is of the alcoholic who has "hit bottom" and whose
fundamental level of despair facilitates the relinquishment of the mal-
adaptive way of being in favor of change. Similarly, the despair char-
acteristic of an existential neurosis creates the conditions within
which work can ensue toward a more authentic and meaningful way of be-
ing. Whether at a conscious or unconscious level, the client's state of
distress is such that "old" ways of being can be given up, in that it
becomes clear to the client that these modes are detrimental to the de-
velopment of any sense of well-being or effective functioning. As Sha-
piro (1962) expresses it in other words, at these moments clients realize
creative and integrating personal resolutions of universal conflicts;
the "wisdom" (insight) engendered by such a realization allows change to
take place. The client is thus "primed" and maximally receptive to the
therapist's interventions, which can facilitate the emergence of new
patternings for the client after the heightened "tension" of kairos.
To work with kairos, Kelman writes, the therapist must know how to
work non-dualistically and non-teleological ly, transcending learned
techniques in favor of learning to sense when kairos is coming and when
change can occur. The therapist must be open to meeting the client in
this experience and working through it with the client. Clearly,
The. . .existential concept of "encounter" (Begegnung) is.
. .
integral to the kairos experience. It is "the decisive inner
experience resulting from" the meeting of two individuals. . .
"Something totally new is revealed, new horizons open, one's
Weltanschauung is revised, and sometimes the whole personality
is restructured. ... An encounter can bring a sudden liber-
ation from ignorance or illusion, enlarge the spiritual hori-
zon, and give a new meaning to life" (Kelman, 1969, p. 76;
quotes from Ellenberger, 1958, p. 119).
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The therapist is required within this framework to meet the client at
'
the psychological place where the client is in order to facilitate this
moment of change.
It is suggested here that the therapist reaches this point to the
extent that the therapist can empathically identify with the client's
existential situation, by relating it to personal situations that are in
some way relevant to that of the client. Again, the therapist need not
to have been in the same situation as the client's; indeed, in some
cases, such a parallel can become countertransferential
. Rather, as in
method acting, the therapist's task is to find the relevant mix of per-
sonal experience that will enable the therapist fully to appreciate the
client's state by approaching it on a feeling level. The encounter that
can ensue then becomes a critical moment in which the authentic, non-
barriered meeting of two individuals facilitates their movement to a
deeper level of relationship and, hence, of work.
(It should be noted that this process is qualitatively different
from the "emotional coupling" by which a therapist can communicate em-
pathic understanding to a client (Cashdan, 1973, p. 66). There, the
process implied is more of a "best guess" as to the client's feeling-
state, and occurs within the ongoing psychotherapy process. The empathic
identification discussed here is at a more intimate interpersonal level
and occurs only at discrete points in discrete therapist-client pairs,
facilitating entry into deeper levels of relationship.)
The purpose of this study, then, was to examine these "critical
moments" of change from the therapist's perspective. Rather than view
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these moments as "incidents" worthy of intellectual discussion and theo-
retical debate (as in Standal & Corsini. 1959), they were studied with a
view to the processes by which therapists become facilitative of change,
as illustrated by these moments. Because the therapeutic context was
seen as a relational one (cf. Rosenberg & Medini, 1973), these moments
were expected to be critical insofar as they would enable the relation-
ship to become fully direct and authentic. Change would then follow
from the interaction of two beings who were in relationship and who were
maximally "available for change": a client who was ready to change
(kairos) and a therapist who was fully able to facilitate that process
(as outlined here, through empathic understanding and identification).
Underlying the research initially, then, was the notion that cri-
tical moments, or turning points, in psychotherapy occurred when,
through empathic identification, the cognitive and experiential bounda-
ries separating therapist and client were transcended. Because this was
an organizing principle in the early stages of the research, there was a
recognized potential for a bias in the investigation through an invest-
ment in finding instances of empathic identification. It therefore be-
came highly important in the course of the research to remain open to
the variety of processes by which therapists facilitate change as seen
at discrete moments in therapy, as this facilitation may or may not ac-
tually be related to the therapist's use of personal past experience
through empathic identification. Toward this end, a qualitative research
methodology (cf. Glaser & Strauss, 1967) was selected in order to maxi-
mize the investigator's receptivity to the phenomenon being explored
without forfeiting scientific rigor and validity. It was hoped that.
through this process, different aspects of the therapist's contributi,
to the change process could be elicited, discussed, and studied. As
will be seen, this contribution takes a number of forms as different
therapists describe the process of change from their respective back-
grounds of professional experience.
CHAPTER II
METHODS
The experience of being a facilitator of change in psychotherapy is
an area about which little appears in the theoretical literature. Be-
cause this is an area in which investigation is at a starting point, a
methodology is appropriate which aims at theory-building rather than
theory-verification (cf. Glaser & Strauss, 1967). A compelling case for
such an "open" research methodology-one in which the investigator al-
lows theory to emerge from the data instead of prematurely imposing an
interpretive structure on the data-was made by Eric Strauss in his dis-
sertation entitled Couples in Love (1974). In it, he makes the point
that the concepts that are appropriate for "natural" science— such as
empiricism, determinism, and especially reductionism— can often miss the
uniqueness and creativity of the human experience. Because that experi-
ence does not necessarily lend itself to objectification, investigation
of that experience must allow for the emergence of the individual as a
person rather than as an object (Giorgi, 1970). Toward that end,
Strauss advocated a dialogic approach to research in the areas of
values and relationships, in order that the uniqueness of individual ex-
perience may emerge and be appreciated within the context of the inves-
tigation being undertaken. When the focus of the investigation is to
learn about a phenomenon rather than to prove a theory, such an approach
is appropriate in order to facilitate as complete an emergence of the
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phenomenon as possible.
This approach to research has been used to study such diverse areas
as therapists' reactions to fee collection (Rubenstein, 1976) and wom-
en's intimate relationships (Starker, 1978). As Bakan (1956, cited
above) has pointed out, the appropriateness of the approach should not
be evaluated from a perspective of "epistemological loneliness", but
rather from a perspective which is non-dual istic and allows for re-
searcher-participant interaction. Because this interaction can facili-
tate the emergence of theory by allowing for individual uniqueness, it
is a heuristic approach to research when investigation is at the begin-
ning stages of understanding and evaluating a phenomenon. It allows the
investigator to remain open to the experience of the other, to enter the
world of the other, to evaluate the other's experience from the perspec-
tive of one's own, and to become part of the process by which theory
emerges. In this study, such interaction parallels as well the pheno-
menon being explored.
Because the investigator is part of that process of exploration and
investigation, caution must be exercised regarding potential sources of
investigator bias that can affect the emergence of data and of theory.
Control of such bias can be facilitated both by personal attenti veness
and by grounding the investigation in an appropriate framework. That
framework will be elaborated below.
Subjects
. The first practical decision to be made in the research
related to criteria for inclusion in the pool of psychotherapist-sub-
jects. It was felt that some minimal degree of participant expertise in
psychotherapy was necessary in order that the discussion of the change
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process be conceptually meaningful. The most basic, and most accessi-
ble, criterion was that of state licensure. According to the Directory
of tlie American Psychological Association (1978) and the Massachusetts
State Licensing Board, the minimum level of practical experience needed
to qualify for state licensure is two years of experience supervised by
a licensed psychologist, at least one year of which must be post-doc-
toral
.
Thus, licensure ensured a minimum of two years of supervised
practice in psychotherapy.
Beyond that criterion was one related to the practitioner's degree
level and field of practice. The decision to limit the subject pool to
licensed clinical psychologists (rather than to include psychiatrists
and/or social workers) was due to this line of research being in its
early stages, such that an emphasis on commonality of training would
help avoid some of the difficulties and confounds that could arise out
of gross differences in professional backgrounds. Regarding the practi-
tioner's background in psychology and its practice, a doctoral (i.e.,
Ph.D.) degree ensured that part of that background was in research; it
was hoped that this would increase therapists' receptivity to being part
of another's doctoral research.
Further limitations on the subject pool involved geographic acces-
sibility and past personal contact. The area between Greenfield, Massa-
chusetts, and Springfield, Massachusetts, was chosen as a logical one in
which to begin, as most points would thus be within a 45-minute radius
of Amherst. The cities and towns included in this area (in which li-
censed psychologists are listed) are Agawam, Amherst, Athol , East Long-
meadow, Florence, Greenfield, Hatfield, Holyoke, Longmeadow, Northampton,
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Palmer, South Hadley, Springfield, Turners Falls, West Springfield, West-
field, and Wilbraham. Within that area, psychologists were excluded
from the subject pool if the investigator knew or had met them, as it
was hoped that each interview could be entered with a "clean slate" of
no prior personal contact or knowledge.
Thus, a therapist who would be included in the pool of potential
subjects had to be a licensed Ph.D.
-level clinical psychologist in the
area between Greenfield and Springfield with whom the investigator had
had no previous personal contact. The names of therapists who met these
criteria were culled from the 1978 editions of the Directory of the
^'^^'^icQ" Psychological Association and the National Register of Health
Service Providers in Psychology ; there were 69 such therapists.
No a priori decision was made regarding the number of therapists
who would be interviewed. It was felt that this could best be judged
from the variability and richness of the data that emerged as well as
from such pragmatic considerations as therapists' accessibility and de-
pletion of the subject pool. As the research proceeded, 30 therapists
seemed to be a reasonable and manageable target.
Sixty-three therapists had to be contacted in order to obtain 30
participants. Of the 33 therapists who declined to participate: 4 de-
clined initially but agreed to participate if they were needed to fill
out the subject pool; 6 were no longer in the geographical area (either
due to sabbaticals or changes in employment); 2 were inaccessible (no
available telephone number, and a request for written acceptance or de-
clension was not honored); 10 were not involved in the practice of psy-
chotherapy; 5 felt that the concept of a critical moment was not rele-
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vant to the work they did (this group included three therapists who felt
that turning points did not occur in their experience and two therapists
who searched their files for illustrative cases but could find none);
and 6 declined because of time considerations. As the last two groups
of therapists who declined to participate were the only ones who did so
for unequivocally ideological and/or personal reasons, the ratio of
therapists who agreed to participate to therapists who could potentially
have participated was 30:41 (30+5+6). Thus, almost 75% of the ther-
apists who could have participated agreed to do so-a percentage that is
sufficiently high to warrant further discussion in Chapter VII.
Procedure. After the 69 names were selected, their order was ran-
domized and the pool was divided into groups of approximately 12 thera-
pists each. It was felt that this division would minimize the time lag
between receipt of the cover letter (Appendix A) and the interview.
Several days after each group of cover letters was sent out, each reci-
pient was contacted by telephone. The investigator identified himself,
briefly explained the study, attempted to answer broadly any questions
the therapist had about the study, and solicited the therapist's parti-
cipation. It was explained that for the interview to have meaning, it
would require a minimum commitment of two hours, preferably at one sit-
ting. If more time were needed and was not available, another appoint-
ment could be set up to complete the interview. If the therapist de-
clined to participate, the reasons for doing so were noted. If the
therapist agreed to participate, an appointment time was negotiated.
After contact was made with all of the therapists in one group, the
therapists in the next group were contacted and the process was repeated.
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(In actuality, the interviews ranged from one hour to over four
hours, with a median time of two to two-and-one-half hours. Most inter-
views were completed at one sitting, although some did take two and even
three appointments to complete.)
The interviews were conducted in therapists' homes or offices, ac-
cording to their preferences. At the outset of each interview, the in-
terviewer introduced himself and reviewed the content of the cover let-
ter. The therapist was asked to read and sign an informed consent form
(Appendix B). The interview itself then began.
The interview guide appears in Appendix C. It was developed follow-
ing criteria suggested by Lofland (1971), elaborated in my own thinking
and discussions with others about the phenomenon under study, and fur-
ther clarified in pilot work. The interview attempted to elicit the
context from which the therapist approached psychotherapy, to discuss
the therapist's view of change in both general and specific terms, and
to allow the therapist to reflect both on the work s/he does as well as
on the experience of discussing that work. At the conclusion of the in-
terview, the purpose of the research was explained to the therapist,
both verbally and more formally (Appendix D). At the conclusion of the
project, each therapist received a summary of the findings and a letter
of thanks.
The investigator took notes during the interviews, in addition to
recording them via audiotape. Confidentiality was ensured by numbering
both tapes and notes and keeping in a separate location the therapists'
names corresponding to the numbers. The tapes and notes were reviewed
extensively following criteria suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967)
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and Lofland (1971) in order to develop an organizational scheme around
which to present the research findings.
Chapter III will discuss the critical moment concept as it was ela-
borated and refined in the course of the interviews. Chapters IV and V
will describe the different aspects of the therapist's contribution to
the change process as reflected at these critical moments, following the
material that emerged from the interviews. Chapter VI will discuss some
more general issues related to the experience of being a therapist that
arose during the course of the interviews. Finally, Chapter VII will
speak to issues related to the experience of having engaged in this re-
search project.
CHAPTER III
THE CRITICAL MOMENT AS A CONSTRUCT
This project began as an attempt at understanding the variety of
processes by which therapists contribute to effecting change in psycho-
therapy. Because the process of change is often an amorphous one, it
was felt that simply asking a therapist, "What do you do to help facili-
tate change?" could lead to divergent evaluations of what in fact con-
stituted change and whether in fact change had occurred. A construct
was needed that would serve as a benchmark or reference point for the
change process. The term "critical moment" was selected to meet this
need. This chapter will illustrate the ways in which the construct was
elaborated in the course of the research. When relevant, appropriate
excerpts from the interviews will be included.
A critical moment was operational ized as a moment (or moments) that
could be seen by the therapist as having been a turning point in the
course of therapy. By definition, then, a critical moment would repre-
sent a behavioral change in the client and could therefore be discussed
as an observable instance or illustration of change. Seeing movement in
therapy in terms of such moments was of heuristic and practical value,
for each interview could be grounded in an actual event around which a
consensus could be reached that change had occurred. The therapist's
analysis of and reflection on his/her own experience as a change-faci-
litator could be organized around a specific, real-world phenomenon.
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Beyond such an operational definition of the critical moment con-
cept, no further elaboration was offered prior to the actual interviews.
To be sure, I had some initial ideas about the critical moment concept,
as were elaborated in Chapter I. For this reason, it was very important
to remain open to the therapists ' views of the concept: to allow them
to elaborate it within the contexts of their more global views of thera-
peutic change. To accomplish this goal, the therapists were asked early
in the interviews about the relevance of the critical moment concept to
their own work, in terms of the meaning it had for them as well as in
terms of the criteria by which they judged that a turning point had in-
deed taken place. Thus, while for each therapist there was a consensu-
ally-validatable turning point, grounded in behavioral change, the sche-
ma by which that occurrence was understood varied among the therapists.
It was up to each therapist to construct a subjective meaning for an ob-
jective phenomenon.
It is important to emphasize that the critical moment concept was
introduced by the study and elaborated by the participants. Many of the
therapists remarked that they were not accustomed to thinking about ther
therapy in terms of such moments; rather, they saw therapy as a gradual
unfolding process without noticeable highs and lows. Indeed, five ther-
apists declined to participate on the basis of the concept being alien
to their view of psychotherapy and the work they do. One such therapist
mentioned working in a hospital setting with severely disturbed patients,
such that the concept of a turning point being reached was just not re-
levant to his practice. However, the therapists who participated agreed,
for the purposes of the study, to think of their work in terms of the
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occurrence of such moments. Several remarked that they had not thought
in terms of critical moments until they received the cover letter, but
that in viewing their work from that context, such moments could in fact
be seen.
This suggests that an adherence to a specific theoretical orienta-
tion does not necessarily lead one to or preclude one from seeing change
in terms of critical moments. Critical moments can be seen as occurring
in insight-oriented therapy, as an interpretation leads to a new concep-
tualization; in gestalt therapy, through a cathartic unblocking; in be-
havior therapy, when a new level of desensi tization is mastered; in
structural family therapy, through re-framing of a problematic situa-
tion; and in other forms of therapy as well. Because the concept is in-
dependent of the specific theoretical model utilized, it can be seen as
a valid way of representing a process that can otherwise be amorphous.
If critical moments are not observed regularly--a point made by several
therapists—that may be due more to the therapists' not seeing them than
to the fact of their not occurring. On the other hand, the critical
moment concept may be relevant only to certain therapist-client dyads,
and therefore may be of only limited generality. What is clear, how-
ever, is that just as the global process of change may be conceptualized
from a variety of perspectives, so too can moments of change be elabor-
ated and explained in a variety of ways.
At a cognitive level, a turning point represents insight: an inte-
gration of experience in a way that accounts for and explains that ex-
perience. Phenomenological ly , at the critical moment things are per-
ceived as falling into place, and previously disjointed events cohere to
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form a unified gestalt. The client is able to make sense of the exis-
tential world through learning and understanding the pattern that the
variety of pieces form:
It's like an "aha" experience, that people, subliminally or
even consciously, are learning small bits of behavior, and
when they chain those bits of behavior together in a constel-
lation that seems to make sense, they'll say: "God--I didn't
know that was going on for me!" They knew that X, Y, and Z
were [going on] independently, but when they made those inter-
connections it became "Wow!".
. . A light flashes and they
get some new conceptualization of what's going on for them.
At an affective level, a turning point follows from overcoming the
anxiety which has led the client to resist change. The consequences of
change are dreaded, leading the client to remain with the "familiar mis-
ery." At the critical moment, the client is able to relax the defenses
and look at the material that had been avoided up to that point. What
may result is a new-found ability to select from alternative behaviors
rather than to remain constricted in a fixed, known behavior pattern:
They begin to see that, through it all, that the risk is worth
it: the risk of going ahead and finding out about themselves.
And that they're willing to take the risk. Somehow there's a
dim sense that what's on the other side will be better than
where they are. . . . They see some possible payoff, a better
happiness
.
I see people in therapy as having their house prepared for
winter storage--closed down, the windows are closed, the
drapes are pulled, everything is empty--at least, not too much
activity is going on. And then in therapy they begin to open
a window, a door, or at least throw out some of the garbage
they've been storing in the attic.
Behaviorally , there is a sense that "the client turns a corner--
where there's no going back to the old stuff." The client is able to
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give up behavior patterns that had been passively introjected and engage
the environment in an active and controlling manner. Flexibility re-
sults from the expansion of one's behavioral repertoire to include re-
sponses that had been previously unavailable. As a result, the client's
presenting issues become less problematic, for mastery is achieved:
One of the more reliable criteria for whether you're dealing
with, observing a turning point is a certain change in the
behavior, a change in the symptomatology, reduction of symp-
toms which were painful to begin with. So that very often
It s somehow in retrospect that you realize that somehow that
was a turning point, because he comes back and things are dif-
ferent. He's feeling different about things [and, presumably,
acting accordingly].
A critical moment may alternatively be seen as something a .thera-
pist does to a client with the goal of facilitating change. At this
level, the critical moment is located in the causal relationship, with
change following from the therapist's initiation of the process by be-
having in a manner or along a modality that enables client movement.
Such movement may follow from a therapist's interpretation, re-framing,
or modification in personal behavior that had itself been hindering
growth
:
The kind of thing that I would see going on most often in
those critical moments could be introducing a new conceptual
scheme to a patient--a new way of understanding a relationship
--a new way of interpreting their behavior, or their symptoms,
or their situation. ... I think that [re-framing] has a
tremendous impact.
. . . The moments of identification of
those issues, particularly putting them in a good light, par-
ticularly in a way that makes the symptoms seem manageable or -
understandable, are the moments that stand out in my mind.
A lot of turning points have to do with my stopping doing some-
thing that I shouldn't have been doing in the first place. . .
When I stopped making mistakes, then there was a change in the
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behavior of the patient.
... I guess there are [also] someturning points that come about as a result of a par? cu arly
well-placed interpretation.
. .that just opens up so many
Two divergent perspectives were offered regarding the utility of
such moments. Several therapists spoke of them as benchmarks or teach-
ing moments: instances that stand out as reference points in the thera-
py, by which progress can be gauged and work consolidated. In this
light, critical moments are used to gain a handle on an often-ambiguous
process. They become touchstones for growth, and can be looked back on
as important events in the developmental process of psychotherapy.
On the other hand, two therapists saw critical moments as necessary
fictions. Their perspective stressed that a critical moment does not
happen outside of the frame of reference of the person who is looking
for such a moment. One explained that people look for such moments in
order to justify already-planned changes:
When we're ready to change, we won't change unless we have a
special incident, and then we will use that incident as if it
were changing us. And so this guy is ready to change, and he
needs something, some external event, some happening that will
integrate all this so he can use that as an excuse to no longer
do what he did in the past. We might say this event changed
him, but that isn't the case. He could have changed any second
he wanted to.
. .but he uses [a given event] to make it work
its magic on him.
Another therapist discussed the concept along a process dimension. From
this perspective, change is seen as a gradual process, within which
there may not necessarily be discernible moments. However, awareness is
seen as a momentary event of consolidation (such as an insight). Criti-
cal moments, in this therapist's view, are moments in which one becomes
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aware that a change has taken place; but it is the change in awareness,
rather than in actual behavior, that is critical. The critical moment
thus becomes an irrelevant concept in regard to individual behavior, for
behavior may not change at a given moment; but the awareness that the
behavior has changed can come in a momentary flash of insight. The in-
sight does not necessarily indicate that change i^ taking place (as
above), but, rather, that change l2as_ taken place.
In general terms, a critical moment is seen as an opportunity.
Factors such as client readiness, therapist ability, and environmental
preparedness converge to offer the choice of a re-orientation of one's
frames of reference and/or the behaviors which reflect those concerns.
Whether such moments are the most important parts of therapy, or if in
fact they have special significance at all, is a matter of conjecture
and philosophical perspective. Whether such moments are necessary for
change is similarly debatable. There does, however, appear to be a com-
mon denominator regarding critical moments that distills much of what
has been described and was articulated by one of the therapists:
They're the most visible parts of therapy from a retrospective
point of view.
. . .
My feeling probably is that they're sig-
nificant in particular ways that other parts of therapy may
not be significant in, but I'm not sure that they're any more
critical. In the sense of saying that the studs are more im-
portant than the rafters of a house: I think they're all part
of the total process, but these tend to be more visible and
therefore maybe one can pay attention to them more. ... I
think it's one way of conceptualizing what happens in therapy.
The term "critical moment", then, fulfilled its purpose. It pro-
vided a consensual ly validatable manner of looking at a process that
does not always lend itself to third-party comprehension. It was a con-
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cept that was seen as essential by some, utilitarian by others, and of
only passing interest to a few; but it allowed each therapist a focus
for explanation and an unstructured ground upon which to project a per-
sonal perspective on change in psychotherapy. These specific examples
of change could then be used as points of departure for understanding
the global process of therapeutic change.
Just as the critical moment concept was elaborated during the course
of the study itself, the question that the study was designed to explore
underwent modification as well. The question was originally framed:
"How do different therapists facilitate change?" I became aware early
in the course of the actual research that this question was misleading,
for it implied that every therapist would be sharing with me examples of
all the types of change s/he facilitated. Clearly, even a four-hour in-
terview would be inadequate for such a task. In addition, such an in-
vestigative direction would have readily lent itself to subjective dis-
tortion. To wit: if a therapist spoke of changes of types A, B, and D,
but not of type C, there would be no way of ascertaining whether type C
was in the therapist's "change repertoire" but presently unavailable or
if in fact this therapist did not work in that modality. Because the
investment would be large in finding out about al]_ types of change for
each of the therapists, the absence of any particular example of change
would be impossible toexplain to objective satisfaction. There would
be no way of knowing of the therapist were blocking, repressing, unwill-
ing to share, or simply not conceptualizing therapy along the given mo-
dality; and "pushing" for such resolution would be inappropriate within
the boundaries of qualitative research.
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To avoid such confounds, as well as more accurately to represent
the phenomenon as it unfolded in the interviews, the question was re-
stated in my mind: "What are the different aspects of what therapists
•do' to facilitate change?" This enabled each therapist to approach the
interview and to frame a response in terms that were personally meaning-
ful
,
rather than according to a framework elaborated from an external
source. To be sure, the interviews still followed a semi
-structured
format, but staying open to the emerging phenomenon became a more acces-
sible goal. My pre-concei ved notions became less relevant than the
ideas brought by the participants--an indication that the qualitative
methodology served the study well. As a result of this openness, change
could emerge as a multi -faceted process which the participants approached
and described on the basis of their unique personal and professional re-
alities.
Chapters IV and V will discuss the two broad dimensions suggested
by the research around which the therapist's contribution can be or-
ganized: the therapist's contribution as a person and the therapist's
contribution as a professional. As a person in relationship with an-
other person, called client, the therapist has certain personal reactions
resulting from the impact of the client's relational style. By virtue
of training and experience, the therapist is able to use those personal
reactions by offering them to the client in the service of the client's
growth. In addition, the therapist brings historical "baggage" to the
situation as well as a set of values and beliefs. To the extent that
this material impacts on the therapy situation, it too contributes to
the therapist's facilitation of the change process.
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Simultaneously, the therapist is a professional equipped with cer-
tain skills and expertise. These, too, are offered to the client, and
their application facilitates the change process. To be sure, there
still exists an interpersonal relationship, but that is seen less as the
vehicle for change and more as the modality or dimension along which
these skills are applied.
It is important to remember that these two dimensions--the personal
and the professional
-are being offered here as distinct entities for
purposes of clarity and organization. The following chapters will dis-
cuss the therapists' contributions in terms of the factors that were
most salient for each therapist; but this does not necessarily exclude
the presence of other, less salient factors for the different thera-
pists. For example: systematic desensitization does not imply that the
therapist-client relationship is unimportant; indeed, such work cannot
take place without an atmosphere of trust and security. However, what
is most salient in that change process is the application of the thera-
pist's skills in behavior modification, for it is that application that
qualifies the process as systematic desensitization. For purposes of
clarity, then, it is necessary and useful to categorize change along
discrete dimensions; but change remains a multi -faceted process which
different therapists enter according to the terms and concepts most
salient and meaningful' to them.
CHAPTER IV
CRITICAL MOMENTS: THE PERSONAL CONTRIBUTION
In the initial stages of this research, as outlined in Chapter I,
the therapist's contribution as a person was seen as taking one of two
forms. On the one hand, the therapist could attend to and use the per-
sonal reactions set off by the client as an index of the work and the
more subtle messages being communicated by the client. This use of self
related to using the therapist's present countertransference responses
in the ultimate service of therapy, as a way of realizing productive
benefit from neurotic or distorting aspects of the therapist's intra-
psychic world.
Empathic identification was seen as a less pathological alterna-
tive. Through this process, it was felt that a therapist could make a
conscious choice to attend to those elements of the personal past that
would facilitate the development of a growth-facilitating therapist-
client relationship. The therapist's personal life history would become
the source from which to communicate that the client is being understood
by the therapist ina very real and immediate way as, to some degree, the
therapist was personally familiar with the situation the client is pres-
ently describing.
In the course of the research, it became clear that there were
finer shadings to the issue of the therapist's use of self. Therapists
described making personal contributions to change in ways that fit
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neither of the above models. As I reviewed the interviews and compared
and contrasted the emergent themes, the schema that began to make the
most sense as an organizing principle was a continuum along which the
use of increasingly more specific aspects of the self could be described.
This continuum will be elaborated in this chapter with a view to the
ways in which the personal baggage, values, orientation, or "stance"
that therapists bring to psychotherapy affect the change process as seen
at discrete points in therapy. Excerpts from the interviews will illus-
trate the waysinwhich the concepts discussed were developed in the
course of the research.
Therapist investment
The therapists who participated in the study had between 2 and 28
years of post-doctoral clinical experience. In addition, there were
various forms of pre-doctoral clinical experiences they had had as part
of their clinical training and/or their work prior to entering clinical
training. These therapists had worked with many clients in their cumu-
lative professional experience, yet certain clients stood out as they
reflected on that experience.
These clients emerged as salient for a number of reasons. For some
therapists, the clients who were discussed were the ones who seemed to
fit most well their construction of the critical moment concept. These
clients were selected in order to illustrate the approach to therapy and
change characteristic of the interviewee. For these therapists, their
investment in the client discussed was related to, and, for some, limited
to, a pragmatic consideration of their work and the search for a case
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that would be an example of that work. Along those lines, some thera-
pists chose to discuss clients whom they were currently seeing.
Other therapists, however, spoke of certain clients and change
events that stood out because of the meaning the work discussed had and
continues to have for them. They explained their "availability" for
specific clients and change situations based on the extent to which they
had found the work personally and professionally rewarding. They spoke
to varying degrees about their awareness of trying harder with certain
clients, with their ability and readiness to facilitate change related
to that noticeably different level of investment.
The most basic level of investment in a client relates to the
"real" interpersonal relationship between therapist and client, trans-
cending roles and transference and involving the fact that two people
are meeting regularly over the course of time. Once the therapist is
allowed to be anything other than the analytic "ideal", it may be ex-
pected that s/he may feel more attracted to or more connected to certain
clients than to others. This fundamental liking contributes to the
therapist's willingness to work with a client or situation, and may be
based on factors relating both to the client and to the situation.
Clearly, it is easier to like certain clients or presenting situations
than others; or, in other words, different therapists must work harder
with different kinds of clients to find a basis for liking them. (For
example, some of the therapists interviewed discussed their liking and
preference for articulate and intelligent clients who spoke their lan-
guage, while other therapists preferred clients who were less verbally
skilled and therefore, as they saw it, less defended and more workable.)
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These individual differences notwithstanding, an appreciation for the
importance of the therapist-client relationship as an aspect of therapy
leads to the conclusion that interpersonal attraction or therapist will-
ingness to relate must be considered as a primary aspect of the thera-
pist's decision to "be there" with a client and to make oneself avail-
able to that other person.
Therapists also receive gratification from the work they do, and
some of their investment in^ the work therefore relates to what they are
getting out of the work. These rewards are both personal and profes-
sional. As helpers, therapists invest in the work as a result of their
feeling that they are needed. The sense sometimes exists that without
their intervention, the client "quite frankly would be written off.
and I knew what the alternatives were to my not seeing him." Those al-
ternatives were elaborated by a number of therapists, and often include
hospitalization and/or suicide. The therapist can sometimes invest in
the work in a kind of last-ditch attempt at helping the client achieve a
more constructive resolution of the current crisis.
Sources of professional gratification include the therapist's meet-
ing of the challenge posed by a difficult client, the amount the thera-
pist learns from working with a given client, and the reinforcement of
the therapist's self-image as a facilitator of change. Thus, one thera-
pist discussed a case which stands out in his long history in a large
psychiatric facility because "never at a point in. our 14-year history
[did] so many people in a group [change]. It was a very remarkable
thing." This therapist went on to consider the ways his own investment
in this work related to the fact that he was seeing a good deal of
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change in the people with whom he was working at the time.
Of course, this raises a question regarding the cause-effect rela-
tionship between therapist investment and client change. As an example:
one therapist spoke of continuing to be available for a client because
of the time and energy the therapist had already committed to the work,
as well as because of the extensive collateral contacts the therapist
had made regarding this client. As the therapist saw the situation, he
was invested in the work by virtue of what he had already put into it;
but an alternative possibility is that he had put a lot into it because
of his initial investment in the client and the work. Answering this
question, however, is really less important than acknowledging its real-
ity. Different therapists will answer it in unique ways, but the exist-
ence of the question itself implies that an intimate interplay exists
between what therapists put into the work and what they get out of it.
Therapist gratification, then, continues to emerge as an important fac-
tor in determining the level to which the therapist invests in the
work.
Several therapists spoke of work that stands out professionally in
terms of its novelty and uniqueness when compared to the types of work
in which they typically engage. For one therapist, a heightened invest-
ment in the work related to his seeing the clients (a family) in their
home. The setting was' a novel one, which increased his interest in the
work and in the impact of the setting on the work. Another spoke of a
client being novel from a diagnostic perspective, in terms of the com-
plexity of the symptom consel lation. Thus, while the therapist was
learning much from the work, he was also invested in it as a noticeable
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departure from his accustomed client population. Still others spoke of
investment in clients whom they had seen early in their professional
careers, such that "doing well" was very important for their sense of
themselves as facilitators of change. For these therapists, there was a
unique kind of intensity attached to that early work which is different
from the intensity with which, at this later point in their careers,
they now engage clients.
Finally, therapists' investment in the work can also relate to
their anticipated and hoped-for outcomes—not necessarily in the sense
of "curing" clients, but in the sense of furthering their own profes-
sional careers. These rewards are different from the rewards that ther-
apists receive in the ongoing course of treatment, which were discussed
above, in that they relate to therapists' concerns about their own wel-
fare and continued professional development. One therapist spoke of be-
ing highly motivated for the work because of the client's position in
the community and relative skepticism regarding psychotherapy. Thera-
peutic success would then heighten the therapist's own position as a
competent professional in the community. Several others spoke of suc-
cess in terms of their hopes for continued referrals from a particular
source. The potential for professional advancement can thus be an im-
portant motivator of the therapist's availability to a given client.
However, this can become problematic when it borders on competition with
and for clients; this issue was raised by a number of therapists in a
variety of contexts and will be discussed in Chapter VI as one of the
issues faced by practicing therapists.
Regarding therapist investment, then, "use of self" refers to the
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global ways in which different therapists approach their work, in terms
of what they are willing to put into it and what they get and hope to
get out of it. They invest their time, energy, skills, and "selves";
their rewards are both personal and professional. This investment is
one aspect of the therapist's availability for the facilitation of
change, in terms of the stance the therapist is willing to take and the
commitment the therapist is willing to make in relationship to the
client. Indeed, this investment is probably the most fundamental as-
pect, as well as the most general aspect, of what therapists "do" to
facilitate change: they decide for the various reasons offered to make
themselves available for helping effect the process.
Therapist val ues
Another aspect of the therapist's availability for working with
change relates to the fit between the general values of orientation that
the therapist brings to therapy and to life, and the needs of the
client. The stance the therapist assumes relative to those values af-
fects the direction from which the therapist approaches and understands
the client. It may also determine to a large extent what the therapist
can provide for the client in the direction of change.
Therapist values can contribute to the creation of specific kinds
of atmospheres in psychotherapy. The atmosphere provided often reflects
an orientation or perspective important to the therapist. Thus, a ther-
apist spoke of a change instance in which communicating safety to the
client was a significant contributory factor. This therapist elaborated
on the role the communication of safety plays in his work, to the extent
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that he refuses to have a phone in his office, allowing no potential
distractions to interfere with the therapy hour. Personal safety is
also a factor that he considers when going for professional help (medi-
cal, legal, or psychological) himself, and concluded "that [is some-
thing] I'm very cognizant of; so my style vis-a-vis the client is really
based on my own need to have that kind of input when I'm the client."
Another value therapists communicate to clients with a view to
helping clients change regards the importance of assuming control for
one's life and actions. Therapy is then seen as an atmosphere within
which clients can take guided steps toward learning how to establish and
maintain a personal sense of direction and purpose. Several therapists
spoke of the importance of this value in their own lives as well.
An important aspect of the unique atmosphere of psychotherapy re-
lates to being in relationship with a non-judgmental and accepting other
who can validate the client's experience and help the client achieve a
sense of self-worth. While this is undoubtedly a value to which many
therapists ascribe, it can also have unique sources in the life experi-
ences of individual therapists. For example, one therapist spoke of the
paradox of growing up in a traditional and somewhat genteel European
family living, for a variety of reasons, in the South of the 20 's and
30's. While feeling socially isolated from Southern society, she also
saw this as an opportunity to open up to the broader range of experience
available to her. This early appreciation for the diversity of experi-
ence served her well in working with a client for whom the therapist's
acceptance of certain elements of her past helped the client alleviate
some of the self-induced guilt that had colored and constricted her in-
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terpersonal relationships.
Some of the values therapists see as important in their lives and
their work, then, include safety, self-control, validation of personal
experience, and tolerance for diversity. These values contribute to
varying degrees to the creation of a growth-facilitating atmosphere in
psychotherapy. Therapist values also contribute to the unique ways in
which individual therapists construct and approach the work with given
clients.
Thus, one therapist described his work with a very manipulative
client. The client engaged in a variety of manipulative strategies with
the therapist in the therapy hours, as well as with such larger systems
as the Army and the Red Cross. As the therapy progressed and the
client's history continued to emerge, the therapist found himself "con-
centrating very heavily on her ability to care for herself and her amaz-
ing strength to have all of this agitation around her." Elaborating on
this, the therapist spoke of seeing himself as a strong person, such
that he would not allow himself to be manipulated but could remain
available in a therapeutic way to the client; that strength also pro-
vided a context from which to re-frame the client's interpersonal stance
in order to help the client use her interpersonal skills to more con-
structive ends. In this instance, it appears that the therapist's per-
ception of himself as ^'I'm a very strong person. I think I project a
considerable amount of ego strength, in terms of--a rock" contributed to
his ability to work with the client's strength in a growth-facilitating
manner.
Another therapist spoke of the importance of discipline and setting
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limits in his life. This was seen as contributing to his ability to
work with a client whose unwillingness to set limits was leading to aca-
demic failure as well as to an avoidance of critical issues related to
his need for parental affection and attention. The therapist's inter-
vention was operationalized in the very simple terms of refusing to let
the client leave the room to smoke a cigarette; but it. seems to have
come from both the therapist's assessment of the work the client needed
to do as well as the therapist's more general sense of
the importance, and the freeing, the liberating nature of be-ing disciplined.
. . .
There's a certain stability [in dis-
ciplinej that is liberating in a world that is constantly
changing.
The importance of making sense out of one's experience and inte-
grating it in a meaningful way is a value which served one therapist
well in working with a client whose life was highly constricted and very
compartmentalized. This therapist went on to discuss his own use of
models to organize and conceptualize reality, and the role of cognitive
factors in that process. His own regard for the importance of "getting
a handle" on seemingly diverse elements of one's life, in conjunction
with his assessment of the client's needs, enabled him to work with the
client in the direction of achieving personal integration and coherence
of experience.
The use of humor was seen by one therapist as an important value
and therapeutic tool, in that it can be used to help the client achieve
both a catharsis and a different perspective from which to view a given
situation. Non-hostile humor was seen as a supportive way of ridiculing
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a particular self-defeating behavior pattern while "de-catastrophizing"
the situation and allowing new patterns to be considered. Humor can be
used defensively as well, which is a danger about which the therapist
who works with humor must be aware. Used constructively, though, it can
help the client loosen the defenses and begin to approach change. For
this therapist, the use of humor has also been personally important in
establishing early peer relationships and in weathering significant life
tragedies
.
Therapist values, then, illustrate a more specific way the unique
person who is the therapist contributes to the change process. Whereas
therapist investment also addressed the issue of the stance the thera-
pist takes toward clients, therapist values are more apparently rooted
in the conditions of the therapist's general personal life philosophy.
Different therapists assume different therapeutic stances based on the
values which they bring to the relationship, and these values derive to
a large extent from the perspective and orientation the therapist brings
to 1 ife in general
.
Meshing of interpersonal needs
The therapist's life background and experience can also be used to
help the client complete personally important work that is in some way
unfinished. The analogy here is to two interlocking pieces of a puzzle.
The client, who is one "piece", needs another piece in order to complete
a personal gestalt. The therapist can provide that piece because of the
personal meaning it has for him/her as well. In such an interaction,
change is facilitated by virtue of the client needing something that the
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therapist is uniquely suited to provide, based more directly on specific
events in the therapist's life.
One therapist spoke of her work with a client whose suppression of
anger and hostility had led to somatic symptoms. His fears centered
around his inability to control his impulses were he to allow them ex-
pression. In one session he expressed intense rage at the therapist re-
garding a perceived slight; and rather than calmly accepting this at-
tack, the therapist responded angrily, but in a controlled fashion. In
this way, the therapist felt she communicated that they were in an au-
thentic human relationship in which open expression was encouraged, and
that an expression of anger need not be destructive. Reflecting on her
intervention, the therapist spoke of the ways it has been of personal
importance for her to learn to be able to express anger toward men. This
represented a significant departure from her family upbringing regarding
the appropriate role of women, which she had also carried into her early
adult life. Significant changes in her life have enabled her to assume
more egalitarian relationships with men, which she sees as "a real
growth factor for me to have accomplished." Her personal investment in
being in direct, authentic relationships with men was well -suited to a
client who needed such a relationship, especially with a woman.
Another angry and attacking client v;as met in a different way by a
different therapist. The client was manipulative, suicidal, and hostile
and met the therapist's attempts at helping with sadistic verbal bar-
rages that "could really get me in the gut." The turning point occurred
when the therapist realized that he was being "psychologically murdered"
by the client, and would no longer be manipulated--that he would commit
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himself to working with her, and continue to risk being in relationship
with her, only if she was ready to do the same. The therapist communi-
cated to her that
I could only be as available and helpful to her as she would
let me be
.
And she had to own that she had to activelyparticipate and invest herself, and join me in making what
seemed like a really risky investment.
Reflecting on his intervention, the therapist discussed the historical
importance for him of accepting challenges,
the foremost challenge of which was for me to stay alive and
become healthy and strong physically. There were two times in
childhood where I nearly died.
As he continued, it became clear that this therapist has relished chal-
lenges in many areas of his life, but within certain limits. One impor-
tant limit has been that his acceptance of the challenge of helping
another person required the simultaneous involvement of the person who
was to be helped. He related situations where he had declined to help
people who were themselves not committed to the process. Coming out of
these life experiences, the therapist communicated to the client that he
would commit himself to her, and risk with her, if she would commit her-
self to the process as well. If she was unwilling to do so, he would
acknowledge his limitations and the work would end. Following this di-
rect confrontation, the work began to move in a number of significant
directions, and the client went on to make some very dramatic life
changes. In this instance, the therapist's investment in accepting
challenges, within reasonable limits, may be seen as the background from
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which to have provided the client with this type of corrective emotional
experience
.
Therapist and client needs can also mesh according to the vicissi-
tudes of the therapist's life. Certain needs can be salient for thera-
pists at certain times, and change can follow from a therapist's acknow-
ledging the need and finding a way to use it therapeutically.
One therapist mentioned a recent life tragedy, one of the effects
of which was an increased tendency to hold back interpersonal ly. This
represented some change in the therapist's manner of interpersonal in-
volvement and interaction, both in and outside of therapy. During pre-
vious work with this client, certain significant issues had remained un-
explored. In the time that intervened before the client's resumption of
therapy, the therapist had gone through some significant life changes
that she felt may have led her to adopt this more withholding interper-
sonal stance. Interestingly, this holding back may have enabled the
client to confront certain issues which she had been less able to ex-
plore in the earlier work, for the therapist was aware of pushing less
and allowing the client more freedom in setting the pace of the work.
To be sure, the client may have done work between the therapies that
contributed to her progress when she resumed treatment; but the thera-
pist had also undergone life changes in the interim which may well have
interacted with the work the client had done. The therapist's holding
back allowed the client to establish a pace at which she could complete
this hitherto-avoided work, as there was a de-intensification of the anx-
iety that had earlier prevented the client's exploration of a highly
significant issue. In this instance, the therapist's investment in
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holding back suited the client's need to set her own exploratory pace.
The assumption of control, which several therapists mentioned as an
important value, was especially salient for one therapist as he reflect-
ed on the critical moment he had elected to discuss. He described work
with a controlling and manipulative client whom the therapist was able
to "beat at her own game"--by pointing out to her, via tape playback,
just how controlling she was in her in-session interactions. In this
way, the data were there and could not be denied by the client. As the
therapist saw it, he assumed control of this controlling client. Where-
as other therapists may have reacted to such a client by refusing to
play into the manipulation, this therapist chose the approach of "out-
controlling" her. Reflecting on this choice, the therapist discussed in
some detail how important the assumption of control was at this point in
his life. It seemed to be an issue he was wrestling with both profes-
sionally, in terms of career direction, and personally, in terms of some
historical material. The issue was indeed a live one at the time he was
working with the client, and he appeared able to make use of his height-
ened sensitivity to it to find a novel way of dealing with a potentially
troublesome client.
Finally, therapist and client needs can mesh out of a therapist's
more general concerns about making oneself available to another person.
One therapist discussed his ethnic background in terms of how it affects
his view of clients and what he is willing and able to provide for them.
For this therapist, taking a severely disturbed client into his home for
a few days in order to avoid hospitalization was a viable means of see-
ing the client through a crisis and of communicating an acceptance that
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enabled the client to begin to see herself as a worthwhile person who
could be deserving of help. "Family" is an important concept in this
therapist's background, and within the boundaries of family, one makes
oneself completely available to the other person. Extending the bound-
aries of family to include clients was quite congruent with this thera-
pist's sense of himself and his work:
I guess I don't experience any distinctions between me and my
clients. I don't experience any identity boundaries, in the
sense of role-identity boundaries, like they're of one sort
and I'm of another sort. And I'm not sure I experience an
identity boundary between my helping interactions and my
friendships, and, really, helping interactions with anybody I
care about. Just as I would ask a friend into my home if he
needed it, or I'd ask a relative into my home if he or she
needed it, I'd ask a client into my home.
This availability, of course, imposes certain obligations on the
helper, which this therapist discussed in terms of developing the re-
sources, physical and otherwise, that will enhance one's ability to be
with another through periods of crisis. This client, then, needed ac-
ceptance, validation, and support; and this therapist provided those in
a fashion that followed from the unqualified helping that is a salient
feature of his ethnic background.
Therapists and clients can mesh, then, to the extent that what the
client needs is what the therapist can provide. The therapist's ability
to provide depends, in' turn, on features that can be unique to the life
backgrounds of specific therapists. As has been shown, these features
are more specifically rooted in the therapist's personal history than are
the general values or philosophical orientations discussed earlier. The
therapist's life experience can thus be a valuable aid in helping the
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client work toward resolution of conflict. That experience can also be
valuable in helping the therapist "connect" with the problem itself,
through the process of empathic identification.
Empathic identification
The therapist's life background and experience can provide the
therapist with a first-hand understanding of the issues the client is
addressing. This recognition of the problem can help the therapist pro-
vide the accurate empathy which contributes to the client's sense of
security in therapy. Presumably, the therapist has sufficient distance
regarding these personal issues, and the life events associated with
them, to maintain a therapeutic stance that will enable the work, to re-
main the client's. (The therapist's inability to maintain that distance
can lead to countertransferential problems, as will be discussed in the
succeeding section.)
Therapists spoke of empathically identifying with general issues
faced by clients as well as with specific situations or events. These
identifications were grounded in developmental crises or actual events
that the therapists had themselves encountered in the courses of their
own lives. Having lived through the experience faced by a client, a
therapist may have a facilitating perspective from which to help the
client face the issue and come to terms with it.
Therapists discussed certain developmental issues worked on by
clients that they had encountered and worked through themselves. One
such issue related to one's global concept of who one is: one's sense
of self as a worthwhile, functioning individual deserving of another's
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attention and concern. Working with a client for whom the lack of
sources of validation in her life was a significant issue, one therapist
began to work toward helping the client validate herself by seeing how
adequate she was in actuality. Reflecting on this approach, the thera-
pist discussed the sources in her own childhood of her investment in va-
lidating herself and others. She spoke of how this validation had been
missing in her own upbringing, such that she needed to arrive at a point
where she could provide that validation for herself. Connecting with
the client around that issue, the therapist could help the client re-
alize the ways in which she prevented herself from acknowledging her own
worth and work toward sel f
-acceptance.
Another therapist mentioned similar childhood factors that contri-
buted to his ability to work with a client much of whose energy was tied
up in running away from a rejecting father:
I had my own share of anxieties growing up, and was grateful
for the opportunity to get help— to have my own personal ana-
lysis. ... I saw myself as a rejected kid, also doing a lot
of running from my [ethnically identified] father, who was ter-
ribly severe: God, I hated the man at times! There was this
ugly duckling thing for me too, kids making fun of me— so I
guess there was an element of his stuff in me.
. . . I was
something of a loner, rejected, especially by my father--! had
also looked for help when I was younger, so I think that had
to play a role.
The therapist's awareness of these issues in his own life provided him
with a first-hand appreciation for their impact on the life of his
client.
Issues, of competence and independence versus dependence, especially
as they relate to men, were mentioned by a therapist as material around
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which he strongly connected with a client. Although the therapist had
worked through those issues, there remained residues that may have en-
tered the picture as the client engaged those same issues. Interesting-
ly, the unique way in which this therapist had approached resolution of
those issues in his own life provided a framework for intervention and
facilitation of the client's resolution. Thus, the therapist's personal
familiarity with the issues the client was struggling with allowed him
to connect with the client empathically as well as to suggest a person-
ally proven avenue for change.
Issues of dependence can also remain unresolved for a number of
years, such that coming to terms with them can be emotionally charged
and have a significant impact. For one therapist, this issue came up in
work with a client around coming to terms with "old" conflicts about
having left the parental home. The client had avoided for many years
dealing with the consequences of that leaving, and the unfinished busi-
ness around that issue was affecting the client's current level of ad-
justment. The therapist was readily available for helping the client
deal with issues around leaving, having left his own ancestral home
rather precipitously, to escape the destructi veness of World War II:
You see, the issue of leaving is ripe for me, too. I'm an im-
migrant, and I left my home country in what was very clearly
an attempt to close tlie door on my childhood. ... I didn't
know until I went back twenty years later to [my country of
origin] how deep my connections to that country had been, and
that the way I removed myself was definitely a closing off of
all kinds of feelings that I had to deal with, rather than
what it had appeared to be on the surface of my consciousness
when 1 left, which was, "Good riddance, I'm tired of all
that."
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The issue of leaving had also been salient for the therapist at that
time, and related to certain career decisions he was facing that may
have involved leaving an institution that had become important to him.
A very basic type of leaving encountered by many individuals grow-
ing into adulthood-and therefore one which comes up often in therapy-
relates to re-negotiating one's relationship with one's parents. One's
leaving of the childhood role necessitates a coming to terms with the
significant people of that phase of one's life. That coming to terms
can be tinged positively or negatively; it can lead to the establishment
of a new level of mutual respect and affection or to estrangement; but
whatever the adjustment that is reached, the issue itself is in some
ways universal. Because of its universality, the parental issue was
mentioned by a number of therapists, each with a unique perspective on
how the personal resolution of the parental issue contributed to work
done with a client who was engaging the same issue.
One therapist discussed work with a client for whom anger at his
parents was a significant, but repressed, element in the treatment. The
therapist spoke about the ways in which the client's anger resembled his
own, such that the therapist was especially attuned to the factors moti-
vating the client's repression. In addition, the issue was salient for
the therapist at the time and related to a career change he had recently
undergone which his parents did not understand. In this instance, then,
the therapist's ability to identify with the client's anger at his par-
ents was both historically and currently determined.
Therapists also discussed more positive feelings toward their own
parents which contributed to their ability to work with clients who were
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themselves engaging parental issues. One therapist recognized in her
relationship with her own mother the protective feelings a client was
feeling toward her mother: "She was talking about issues that I had
seen in my own family." This identification provided the therapist with
some insight into the client's current pattern of interpersonal rela-
tionships and suggested a direction from which to help the client engage
related work that she had previously avoided. Another therapist dis-
cussed the more general ways she is concerned for her parents' welfare,
especially as they approach old age. She sees her own emotional rela-
tionship with her parents as helping her connect with clients whose par-
ents remain significant figures for them, such that continued involve-
ment with their parents is felt to be important. The therapist's in-
vestment in coming to terms with her parents, and her desire to remain
involved with them, helps her connect with clients for whom this is also
an important issue.
There were also specific situational similarities that therapists
discussed as having contributed to their ability to connect with
clients. Recognizing a specific event or situation from their own
lives, the therapists could be more available for helping the client
deal with the circumstance.
One therapist recognized a couple's marital issue as one that was
present in his own marriage. He felt himself to be especially tuned in
as a result to the facilitation of more open communication in the
clients' marriage. He seemed to consider forthrightly the possibility
that he may have been having the clients do his personal work for him;
but that possibility seemed to be contra-indicated by the therapist's
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sharing of the fact of his-lraving been in marital counseling himself,
thus achieving some resolution of 'the personal issue, as well as by the
appropriateness for the therapy of-^he therapist's chosen mode of inter-
vent ion.
For another therapist, the dramatic but concrete event of having
been in a car accident contributed to her ability to help a client work
through emotional material related to her own serious accident. The
therapist recognized in her own experience some of the messages the
client had introjected at the time of the accident around the relative
unimportance of working through the psychological trauma associated with
such an upheaval
.
Discrete issues and events in the therapist's own life can thus be
seen as providing the material from which accurate empathy may be es-
tablished. To the extent that a therapist is personally familiar with
issues the client is addressing (or can find a relevant "mix" of per-
sonal material), the therapist is that much closer to connecting with
the client in an authentic encounter that is both intellectual and af-
fective. The therapist's personal familiarity may also be useful in
suggesting avenues for client exploration.
A particularly vivid description of this phenomenon was offered by
one of the therapists. This description emerged spontaneously as she
mulled over the change event she had discussed:
I'm wondering if in fact a client comes in where there's no
common experience at all between myself and the client, if I
can really work with that person. I think most of us, though,
root down to the same emotions and the same experiences one
way or another, and that builds rapport. I think with clients
with whom I've felt I never had rapport, I probably was never
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Hinc^n/'?"^?-^^^''' rf^ experiences or those same
amp?e of tlll'?"n f^^' '''I l''''^ '"'''^''^ 9^^^ ex-l hat.] But in most human experiences with otherpeople, [in] various types of situations, feelings of inferi-
or p^! ?hV^'''r'\^ ''^""^ "^^^^1^' ' '^'^^^ ^0 tther t erapists, have at one time or another had these ex-periences---the same feelings, maybe, if not the same experi-
ences—and can have the rapport because of that.
The therapy, however, must remain the client's, such that the ther-
apist must monitor the personal material so as to ensure that it is be-
ing used in the service of the client's growth. Countertransferential
problems may ensue when the therapist's involvement of self becomes too
intense for appropriate therapeutic distance to be maintained.
Countertransference
Many therapists acknowledged having felt at various points in dif-
ferent therapies unwilling to continue working with certain clients, or
feeling otherwise angry or hostile. Several of the therapists discussed
these feelings as an expected concomitant of the intense interpersonal
relationship of psychotherapy, while recognizing the importance of deal-
ing with these feelings so that they did not continue to interfere with
the course of therapy. Three therapists, however, discussed instances
of countertransference that were of sufficient intensity to have contri-
buted themselves to the occurrence of critical moments. For two of
these therapists, turning points were reached when they became aware of
countertransferential issues that were affecting their behavior with
clients and were then able to modify their approaches to these clients.
For another, therapist, however, a turning point occurred when the client
responded to the therapist's countertransferential anger by terminating
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therapy, and only afterward could the therapist gain perspective on the
dynamic he had played out with the client.
One therapist discussed the role his work setting had played in
contributing to his underestimation of client pathology. Working in an
aftercare setting with a severely disturbed chronic client population,
the therapist found one client who appeared to be a refreshing change
from his usual clientele:
He was a young man, he had graduated from college, he was
fairly bright, he had accomplished some things in his life
And that set, even though there were signs from the very
start that there was some serious pathology going on, I really
missed it, because he was not typical of the [picture], he
didn't fit into the set that I had of what a schizophrenic man
looks like.
The therapist discussed working with the client as if he were a neurotic
or character disorder, and feeling blocked in his attempts at uncovering
and dynamic exploration. This blockage was also reflected in the signi-
ficant number of client absences. The therapist's supervisor suggested
that the therapist had in fact misdiagnosed the client and needed to re-
orient the treatment toward dealing with more real -world issues, such as
the client's job performance and other activities. The therapist began
to encourage repression rather than uncovering, with resulting improve-
ment in the client's levels of ego functioning and self-esteem. Reflect-
ing on the potential sources of his initial misdiagnosis, the therapist
discussed his own needs to see a "healthy" neurotic given his usual
client population, as well as certain similarities and values he shared
with the client that had led him to assume that the client was healthier
than he actually was. In this instance, a specific kind of therapist
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investment in the work, based on the therapist's needs, led to treatment
difficulties that had to be overcome if the work were to continue pro-
ductively.
Another therapist became aware of his antipathy toward working with
a particular client when, at the end of one session, he said: "Let's
quit." At the time, his conscious intention was to terminate the ses-
sion, but subsequent events indicated that the client had heard his
statement as a suggestion that the therapy itself be terminated. When
the therapist addressed this "misunderstanding" with the client, it be-
came clear that each had been feeling distant, isolated, and unconnected
with the other over the course of the work. In the interview with me,
the therapist went on to reflect on his inability to have confronted
these issues directly with the client. He related that inability to
historical difficulties he has had with the issue of isolation and the
role it played in his childhood; it was also an issue he was dealing
with professionally at the time he was seeing this client. So long as
the issue of isolation was unresolved in his personal life, he was un-
able to address it professionally. Its dramatic appearance in his pro-
fessional life, and his subsequent confrontation of the issue with the
client, seems to have led to some benefits in his personal life as well.
Not all countertransferentially-based turning points achieve such
happy resolution, however. One therapist described his work with a
client who spent much of the sessions downgrading psychotherapy and in-
sisting that he could realize- no benefit from it. Issues of competi-
tiveness also arose around the client's financial successes as compared
to the therapist's more moderate ones. Rather than address those is-
sues, the therapist rose to the bait:
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It was the competitiveness that he presented [his successeslto nie with, or that I responded to. And it was ind of qiv nq
TJu^ V^'J^'^ it was the competitiveness thai Igot hooked up on and resented him about, because t was agame I couldn't win: he'd already won the game.
. . I re-sponded to his competitiveness and took him up on it, and it
the mis?ake?
• • •
I wanted to win, and that was
The therapist found subtle ways of communicating his anger toward the
client, who terminated after six relatively non-productive sessions.
The therapist acknowledged feeling glad that the client had terminated
and angry at himself for maneuvering the client toward that outcome
rather than openly referring the client elsewhere. In that sense, the
therapy felt like a failure
because I felt I hadn't handled it well. ... Had I dealt
with my anger and sensitivities, I might have discontinued
treatment [anyway], but not in that way. And I didn't like
the way I'd handled it--I pulled a fast one on myself. And
that's what I resented: I resented nyself at that point, not
him.
Yet, even here, as in the proceeding case, the therapist realized some
productive benefit from the situation, regarding the value of dealing
openly wi tli issues that will otherwise covertly sabotage the course of
treatment.
Countertransference, then, represents the subtle and not so subtle
ways the therapist's self can get hooked into the client's pathology and
subvert the work of therapy. The therapist can monitor for the occur-
rence of such interference through introspection, rigorous attention to
client feedback, supervision, and personal therapy. Potential benefits
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remain to be gained from this otherwise malignant aspect of the thera-
pist-client interpersonal experience; this can happen to the extent that
the therapist is receptive to examining the ways in which the personal
self may interact with another to obstruct growth. The therapist can
turn these "blind spots" into areas of sensitivity by becoming attuned
to the kinds of interactions that set off these problematic personal
reactions.
The therapist's historical and current personal material interacts
in relationship with material brought by the client. As has been shown,
the therapist's material may relate both to general perspectives on life
as well as to specific events or crises the therapist has encountered.
That material may be used to facilitate client growth or, at times, to
hinder that process. To the extent that the therapist can use construc-
tively that personal material, the therapist can be that much more
available for the client's engagement of the change process, along the
dimensions discussed in this chapter.
Different therapists may be differentially available based on what
they can provide to the client, in terms of issues with which they can
connect and avenues of exploration which they can suggest. The exist-
ence of these individual differences may be seen as a strength insofar
as these differences can contribute to the development of unique kinds
of facilitating interpersonal atmospheres. Different therapist-client
dyads, then, have the potential for developing unique approaches to
change.
The therapist also contributes based on the skills brought to the
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therapy relationship. These techniques prt>v1de the therapist with di-
rections from which to approach material or issues that the client finds
proble„«tic. In this aspect of the change process, the application of
these skills is the salient feature of the therapist's contribution.
Chapter V will discuss this aspect of change as it was elaborated in the
interviews. Attention will also be paid to some of the questions and
issues related to these different aspects of the therapist's contribu-
tion to the process of change.
CHAPTER V
CRITICAL MOMENTS: THE PROFESSIONAL CONTRIBUTION
Licensure and certification imply that there is a body of knowledge
and expertise that is to be mastered before one can become credentialed
as a psychologist. Skills in interviewing, assessment, and interper-
sonal relationship can be taught, but their mastery can be difficult to
ascertain and their validity open to question. In contrast, there are
therapeutic skills that are relatively more discrete and qualify much
more readily-at least to the general public-as a professional's stock
in trade.
This aspect of the therapist's contribution is labeled "profes-
sional" to the extent that the therapist is seen as possessing certain
expertise. This expertise draws less on the therapist's ability to re-
late to a client on a person-to-person or "soft" level and more on the
therapist's assumption of the traditional professional-expert role.
This is not to say that the therapist's interpersonal skills are unim-
portant; indeed, as will be seen below, a secure therapist-client rela-
tionship is a prerequisite for this aspect of change as well. In addi-
tion, not all therapists who discussed this aspect of their contribution
saw thernsGlves as occupying the "traditional" professional role. Never-
theless, common to the- change events that fall into this category is the
existence of an objective skill or set of skills possessed by the thera-
pist that are applied to the client in the service of the latter's
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change. These skills can take a number of forms, a representative sam-
ple of which emerged in the research.
Application of _skins or techniques
Hzmiil aild behayj^^ modification
. These forms of therapist
skills are potentially the most interpersonal ly distancing. Popular
views of the therapist as mystical Svengali or impersonal behavioral
engineer caricature the potential for this distance. It is therefore
highly instructive to consider how two of the therapists who discussed
change within these modes saw the role of the therapist-client relation-
ship:
[Hypnosis] is a very intimate thing; you get very close to the
person. And unless it's done in a very direct and affection-
ate way, with your whole relationship with the other person,
you better not do it.
. . . A person becomes very dependent
on you.
.
.[so] you have to be very supportive with some of
this kind of stuff. So it is very demanding.
I think certain behavioral ly-oriented psychotherapists are
more.
.
.humane than some people who espouse it. I think
that's in part because they recognize that a relationship is
only meaningful as it's conveyed in behavior. You can talk
about a relationship and you can "feel" the relationship, but
unless you communicate it, which really is behavioral, I think
that relationship is empty or lacks credibility. I'm not put-
ting down relationship.
. .it's very important to me, but only
to the extent [that it can be validated by behavior].
The relationship is important insofar as it becomes the vehicle for
the application of the therapist's skills. An atmosphere of safety,
security, and trust is needed in order for this application to lead to
meaingful change. Within this context, the therapist's skills can be
applied to maximal benefit. The changes that can result are often the
most objectively validatable kinds of change, in terms of behavior, that
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emerge in psychotherapy. In some instances, they may also be the r,mt
dramatic.
Gestalt ther^ While this mode of therapy embraces interpersonal
concepts, it may also be seen as illustrative of the therapist's profes-
sional contribution. This illustration obtains to the extent that the
gestalt therapist has an array of techniques that can be used to facili-
tate the client's awareness of self. Such exercises as the use of the
empty chair, dreamwork, and dialogue may be suggested by the therapist
based on an assessment of the client's availability for work or movement
toward the goal of self-awareness.
The therapist who discussed a change event resulting from gestalt
work saw himself as oriented more toward the personal than the profes-
sional aspect of the work. He saw himself less as an expert and more as
a facilitator of the client's change process. Clearly, there is ample
room within the gestalt framework to see one's therapeutic role from
that perspective. However, to the extent that specific discernible
techniques and exercises are offered to the client by the gestalt thera-
pist, it may also be seen as illustrating the therapist's professional
contribution to the client's process of change.
Genograms and the role of context. The therapist's skills may also
be useful in helping the client frame the problematic situation in such
a way that avenues for' productive work are suggested. Tv/o therapists
discussed their use of genograms to help clients outline their interac-
tional worlds. Through the use of such family trees, the therapist can
gain perspective on the context of the client's development, the client's
perception of that context, and the recurrence of themes in that context.
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Directions of modifying the current context can then be suggested and
explored.
The genogram thus becomes a useful tool in the therapist's armamen-
tarium:
[There are conflicts that] if it wasn't done on the genogram,n wouldn t become as apparent. It's just blatantly obvious
. . .
Now I use them with every family I see, at one point
or another
.
.
i think it expedites the therapeutic pro-
cess. It tends to get at what the issues are.
The therapist's professional contribution within this context re-
lates to the therapist's familiarity with the use of the genogram, its
presentation to the client, the recognition of significant historical
patterns, and the suggestion of tasks oriented toward changing those
patterns. Follow-up and, when necessary, modification of assigned tasks
are also requisite skills. The therapists interviewed illustrated how,
when used correctly, this tool can help elicit family secrets and myths
and develop more constructive family interactions.
There are also more specifically verbal means of presenting the
client with an adaptive perspective on a problematic situation. Such
verbal "re-framing" draws less on the use of an external tool such as a
genogram and more on the therapist's ability to conceptualize a problem
and present it to the client in a meaningful manner. The therapist's
role is then seen as •
introducing a new conceptual scheme to a patient--a new way of
understanding a relationship--a new way of interpreting their
behavior, or their symptoms, or their situation. And usually
in a way tliat presents it in a more positive light. . .[or] in
a way that makes the symptoms seem manageable or understand-
able.
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This therapist went on to discuss therapy as a high-influence situation
within which he, as expert, had the responsibility for clarifying the
issues, diagnosing the problem, and suggesting goals and prognosis.
This orientation clearly lies in the traditional model of the helping
professional, which this therapist discussed as the helping mode within
which he feels most comfortable and most useful.
As professional helpers, then, therapists possess certain skills
which can be applied to clients to help them unblock problematic areas,
increase their response capability, and develop more adaptive perspec-
tives on their historical and current life circumstances. As profes-
sionals, they also become attuned to recurrent issues and conflicts
around which individuals seek help.
Professional recognition of issues
In Chapter IV, therapists discussed recognizing certain client is-
sues in themselves, and the ways in which such personal familiarity can
affect the therapeutic process. Therapists can also recognize the is-
sues of a particular client from their appearance in other clients with
whom they have worked. Familiarity with a client's issues then becomes
a professional matter, in terms of other treatment experiences the ther-
apist has encountered that have resembled the current presenting situa-
tion.
Clearly, the potential exists for a therapist to become jaded by
the work, based on having worked with a particular presenting problem
repeatedly. This problem will be discussed in Chapter VI as one of the
pitfalls of professional practice. However, up to a certain point, this
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familiarity can be especially adaptive for the therapist, insofar as it
can increase the therapist's effectiveness and confidence in dealing
with an issue:
[The] connection was actually much more in terms of previous
treatment experiences with so many other people I've seen
who've been in that same spot. That "spot" is extremely fami-
liar, and the approaches to dealing with it come orettv
quickly. ^ ^
As a professional, the therapist's exposure to a range of treat-
ment/service situations presumably broadens with experience. In this
regard, the therapist is similar to other professionals, and differs
only in terms of the context of this expertise. In the therapist's con-
text, increased experience can lead to a more immediate recognition of a
presenting problem and a resulting heightened readiness and ability to
facilitate change.
At this point, the various aspects of the therapist's contribution
to the change process have been discussed. These aspects have been
treated separately for purposes of exposition and may now be integrated.
Therapists make themselves, available to clients by bringing to the work
their general life orientations, specific life experiences, and trained
professional expertise. These factors are assigned differential weight-
ings for different clients at different junctures and converge in a
unique constellation to form the therapist's contribution. The thera-
pist may evaluate that contribution retrospectively by determining the
direction or locus of client change and reflecting on the role s/he
played in effecting that process.
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There remain, however, several issues to discuss in conjunction
with the therapist's contribution. The first question relates to the
findings as a whole, insofar as only six of the thirty therapists inter-
viewed (20%) discussed change events whose primary aspect related to the
therapist's "professional expertise. While this relative proportion
does not affect the qualitative findings related to the therapist's con-
tribution, it raises a quantitative question that should be addressed.
Are there, in fact, more change events that draw on the therapist's per-
sonal contribution, or was this an artifact of the study itself?
This question may be approached on a number of levels. At the most
basic, the structure of the study may have elicited change instances of
the personal type. Clearly, there is more to say about such events, and
this exploration is more vivid and involving, than a more "professional"
discussion of technique. It is possible, therefore, that demand charac-
teristics of the study pulled for a greater number of therapists to dis-
cuss personal kinds of contributions. In addition, interview "probes"
may have been oriented toward eliciting more of this kind of information
than the more traditional-professional contributions discussed above.
This critique, however, must be tempered by several considerations.
First, because the study is a qualitative-descriptive one, the issue of
quantity is interesting but not necessarily crucial to the over-all pic-
ture. A comprehensive- picture of change emerged from the study which
transcends the specific numbers of people who discussed one aspect of
change over another.
Secondly, the therapists were free to construct their contributions
in the terms that made the most sense to them. While the interviews did
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follow a semi-structured format, they were flexible enough so that the
therapists could devote energy to areas in which each of them felt most
invested. Probes thus became more or less relevant depending on the
course of each specific interview. The therapists played a large role
in determining how the interviews would unfold; my task was to facili-
tate that unfolding and to stay open to the processes by which the ther-
apists reflected on their experiences. An important element of my role
was the need to balance my openness to the therapist with my interest in
pursuing certain avenues of exploration. As discussed at the end of
Chapter III, this balance was facilitated by the re-orientation of the
question the study explored toward: "What are the different aspects of
what therapists 'do' to facilitate change?" I could thus remain open to
the therapist and reduce my own investment in probing specific areas.
If the probes still felt relevant, they could be pursued with greater
confidence in their appropriateness for the specific interview.
The issue of the therapists' roles in constructing the interviews
relates as well to the third consideration regarding the relative pre-
ponderance of contributions of the personal type. This preponderance
may well have followed from tlie theoretical orientations with which the
therapists described themselves. Ovenvhelmingly
,
they saw their orien-
tations and their roles in therapy-- as they described at the very cutset
of each interview--in personal-relational terms rather than in profes-
sional-skills oriented terms. It follows, therefore, that the change
instances discussed would be oriented toward the therapists' personal
contributions. This final factor suggests unequivocally that most of
the participants tend to see themselves as change agents of the personal
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type. While they may work in a variety of nodes, it is the personal
contribution that is felt to be n»st relevant to and illustrative of
their work.
For a variety of possible reasons, then, (quantitatively) more ther-
apists discussed change events that illustrated their personal contribu-
tions. Nevertheless, a comprehensive picture emerged that integrated
therapists' personal and professional contributions.
What, then, determines a therapist's approach to a given client?
And, to take the question further, what similarities and differences
would there be bet>/een the approaches of two different therapists to the
same client?
It is suggested here that a therapist approaches a client situation
in terms of an assessment of the client's needs and a determination of
the therapist's ability to meet those needs. Further, therapists make
those assessments and determinations according to the terms and concepts
which they feel to be salient or meaningful to them
. In short, differ-
ent therapists may construct a given client situation in the terms that
they are most comfortable working with or most able to work with. These
different entry points can lead to the same underlying issue because of
the fundamental coherence of experience that is part of the meta-theory
of psychotherapy.
Two relevant illustrations of this phenomenon emerged in the study.
The first relates to the different perspectives from which two thera-
pists approached clients who entered treatment feeling weak, inadequate,
and worthless. Each of the therapists took the general direction of fo-
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cusing on the client's underlying strengths; but whereas one's direction
derived from his appreciation for the strength in himself and others,
and therefore led to his refusal to "play into" the client's weakness,
the other therapist was oriented more toward support and the issue of
validating the client's experience and worth-an issue of personal im-
portance as well. They communicated the same message to their respec-
tive clients, but each did so from a direction that had personal meaning
to the therapist involved.
A somewhat more vivid illustration derives from the approaches
taken by three different therapists toward manipulative clients. One
refused from the outset to be manipulated and maintained that approach
"
even in the face of the personal conflict it aroused in him. Another
allowed himself to be manipulated up to a point where he realized that
no therapeutic benefit was being realized from his semi
-martyrdom. A
third took the approach of out-manipulating the client. While, again,
each communicated a similar message— i .e. , that the client's accustomed
interpersonal style of defense would not be effective in this relation-
ship—each approached that message from a different direction. The
first therapist's self-image of strength served him in good stead in
withstanding the client's ploys aimed at manipulating the therapist into
taking care cf her; instead, as discussed above, he helped the client
work toward taking care of herself. The second therapist approached the
client as a challenge to be met until he was forced to realize the lim-
itations on this approach with this particular client; the role the ac-
ceptance of challenge has played in this therapist's life explains to
some degree why he approached the client from the perspective in which
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he did. The third therapist was dealing with control issues in his own
life at the time, such that his assumption of control was congruent with
his own needs; hence, his work with the client was of personal benefit
as well. Each of these three therapists, then, work(id with a similar
presenting issue in a way that reflected personal concerns.
This suggests that, in addition to assessing client needs, thera-
pists also assess— at least unconsciously-
-their personal and profes-
sional abilities related to meeting those needs. Those abilities, and
the experiences from which they derive, determine the approach the par-
ticular therapist will take with a client, which may be rel ational ly-
and/or technique-oriented.
A very basic example will illustrate. An analytically-oriented
therapist will approach a phobia more in terms of its symbol i zation of
underlying conflict; a behaviorally-oriented therapist wi 11 deal more
with the symptom itself. Ideally, each treatment will alleviate the
phobia, but in accordance with its own perspective. The approach of the
particular therapist will be determined by both the client's needs and
the mode the therapist selects to meet those needs.
Differences between therapists as unique individuals will also af-
fect the perspectives taken toward particular treatment situations. The
therapist frames the client's issues in terms that arc personally mean-
ingful or salient: as one therapist put it (and several others seemed
to agree), "Every interpretation is a projection." Therapists under-
stand client behavior by conparing it or otherwise relating it to per-
sonal experience and the validity of that behavior within that experi-
ence. In general, that experience affects the perspective from which
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the therapist views and approaches the client.
In some ways, then, it is to the client's advantage to learn the
terms by which the therapist will best understand the client's situa-
tion. Or, from another perspective, the therapist "teaches" the client
the language by which the client will best be understood. One therapist
expressed this most vividly:
The patient is perfectly willing to get ill within the system
of the doctor in order to get better through the doctor's
treatment. I think there's an aspect of that: drawing on
parts of the patient's story or leading them to tell you about
certain areas that you're either most interested in or most
familiar with or see as most crucial in terms of people's
lives and treatment, and are most effective in handling and
most knowledgeable about. And I don't doubt that that's the
case at al 1
.
This perspective applies whether the therapist is working within
the "personal" or the "professional" mode. The therapist has certain
terms and concepts with which to understand and work with the client's
situation. It is in the best interests of the client to learn and use
these terms in order to expedite the work.
A mutual interaction thus develops. The therapist "learns" the
client's language by accurately assessing the client's situation and ex-
perience as well as through the therapist's ability to identify with
that experience. Empathy is the term generally given to the latter part
of this process. The client "learns" the therapist's language by ascer-
taining the perspectives along which the therapist best understands what
the client is conveying. These perspectives relate both to the thera-
pist's professional side (in terms of theoretical orientation) and per-
sonal side (in terms of the issues that are salient for the therapist).
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Each learns the language of the other; or, in terms of the symbolic in-
teractionism discussed in Chapter I, each continually refines the per-
sonal picture of the other and the picture of self presented to the
other. The client teaches the therapist how to understand the experi-
ence being conveyed. The therapist teaches the client how to convey
that experience in terms that can be understood.
The perspectives on therapeutic change discussed to this point have
derived from therapists' reflections on work they have done. The criti-
cism may thus be leveled that the retrospective nature of the study
places certain limitations on what may be generalized from it. Not only
did the therapists report on their own work, raising questions of objec-
tivity, but they themselves constructed in the interviews what that work
had entailed. The question is thus raised regarding the degrees to
which the therapists may have tried to find retroactive justification
for work that, at the time it was engaged, may not have actually pro-
ceeded according to the dimensions which were seen in retrospect.
Indeed, this question relates to any instance in which therapists
purport to convey their work to others. It is a "shortcoming" which ap-
pears to be built into the very nature of "explaining" what transpires
in psychotherapy. That experience must be understood in terms of cer-
tain constructs, some of which (e.g., the more dynamic ones) are not
necessarily objective. What becomes important, therefore, is the coher-
ence of the constructs within a given explanatory system and the parsi-
mony with which they account for a phenomenon (cf. Epstein, 1973). The
construction that the reporter--i .e. , the therapist--places on the phe-
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nomenon is itself a significant event, for it is through this construc-
tion that the phenomenon may be understood. Others may construct it
differently-indeed, this is the role of theory-but each individual
construction is itself important insofar as it reflects a unique per-
spective on the process of change.
Retrospective report, then, facilitates the integration of objec-
tive behavior with subjective meaning, both of which are important ele-
ments in understanding and conveying what happens in psychotherapy. In-
deed, some of the therapists who "prepared" for the interviews tried to
increase their objective reporting ability by reviewing case notes;
others discussed cases they were seeing currently, which may have less-
ened some of the distortion. Whatever distortion may have resulted
nevertheless, as an inevitable consequence of retrospective review, is
not in itself felt to be a weakness of the case report method. It is,
on the contrary, seen as a strength insofar as explanatory systems re-
flect unique individual perspectives and accurately portray the subjec-
tive nature of the interpersonal experience that is psychotherapy.
CHAPTER VI
DIMENSIONS OF PRACTICE
The interviews that comprised this research provided the partici-
pants with a context within which to reflect upon their work as thera-
pists. Much of that reflection was grounded in case material and fo-
cused on the ways in which they contribute to clients' engagement of
change. A comprehensive picture of the therapist's contribution emerged
that integrated the personal and professional material with which the
therapist constructs an approach to a treatment situation in psycho-
therapy.
The participants also used the interviews to reflect in more gen-
eral ways on the experience of being change-facilitators. They often
discussed issues and concerns that transcended their work with particu-
lar clients and were more oriented toward themselves, in terms of the
benefits and costs associated with being a member of this profession.
Though this information often arose serendipitously, it is relevant to
the general issue of the therapist's contribution insofar as it helps to
illustrate some of the factors that define professional practice. Those
factors include the setting or locus of that practice, the types of
clients seen, issues that tend to recur, and the effects of experience--
all of which factors affect in specific ways the work that therapists
do. This chapter will discuss the ways in which these factors influ-
ence, define, and reflect the therapist's contribution to the process of
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change.
The setting
The primary division in terms of locus of practice is institutional
versus private setting. Each setting defines in a unique way the kinds
of work a therapist can do.
The traditional setting for institutional practice is the large in-
patient psychiatric facility. The effects of such facilities on profes-
sional practice were illustrated in a variety of ways. Two of the ther-
apists who were contacted for the study declined to participate on the
basis that their work in such settings precluded the occurrence of no-
ticeable kinds of change events. With the chronic population they saw,
change was generally a very gradual process without noticeable highs and
lows. In a related fashion, one of the therapists who did participate
discussed his general pessimism about the change process and the ability
of any one person to facilitate another's engagement of change. This
pessimism seemed to relate to some degree to his professional practice
being almost completely confined to a hospital setting for well over a
decade. Another therapist, discussed in Chapter IV, illustrated the im-
pact this kind of setting and client population can have on the thera-
pist's ability to stay invested in working with pathology. The inter-
view with this therapist pointed to the importance of maintaining in
one's caseload, especially in an institutional or agency setting, an
appropriate balance regarding levels of client functioning.
There are also certain benefits unique to work in institutional
settings. Most importantly, in such settings the resources are present
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for the provision of comprehensive client care. The psychiatric hos-
pital is not the only setting where such comprehensive care can be of-
fered. One therapist, working in a university counseling center, de-
scribed the university itself as a residential treatment center. (That
description obtained to the extent that, within a university, certain
kinds of environments-e.g.
,
cormiunity education projects-can be struc-
tured along the lines of preventative mental health.) In addition, any
institutional setting has a built-in support system for its service pro-
viders. As will be seen below, the absence of such a system in private
practice was cited by many therapists as a drawback to private work.
The benefits of private practice are many and were discussed by
many of the participants. They include the lucrative nature of private
work, the freedom and flexibility to work as one pleases, the ability to
be selective about clients, and the general sense of privacy and per-
sonal control inherent in that setting. For many therapists, the abil-
ity to maintain a successful private practice is the hallmark of one's
professional achievement; at the very least, it seems to be the setting
that is preferred by many for making one's professional contribution.
The setting of private work can be an office in a professional
building or an office in one's home. The former helps bolster the ther-
apist's image as a professional and helps keep the therapist's work dis-
tinct from the rest of the therapist's life. Working in the home, on
the other hand, was cited by several therapists as increasing their ov/n
sense of comfort and communicating to the client about the variety of
roles that are important to the therapist's life. The setting can thus
be more or less personally revealing, depending on the therapist's needs
S7
and preferences.
Private work is not without its costs, however. Several therapists
mentioned how dissuaded they were from full-time private work because of
Its demands for sustained intimacy. In institutional settings, in con-
trast, that intensity can be alleviated with staff meetings and other
activities. The increased sense of autonomy in private practice can
also be somewhat frightening. Missing in private practice as well is
peer support and the formal and informal supervision provided by the
peer group. Indeed, many of the private therapists have set up super-
visory groups in order to meet this need and decrease their sense of
isolation. (One of the participants in the study, in fact, jokingly
asked me if I would consider interviewing her every few weeks to provide
her with a context for such personal reflection!) Private practitioners
also deal with professional isolation and the need for sustained thera-
peutic intimacy by engaging in activities such as consultation and
teaching. These activities bring one into contact with a variety of
people in roles that are less personally draining than the role of ther-
apist.
In general terms, therapists seek settings that are financially re-
warding, professionally challenging, and supportive of their efforts.
These factors can be present to varying degrees in both institutional
and private settings. • The extent to which these factors are present or
absent can influence the therapist's ability, as well as the therapist's
motivation, to engage a client around the work of therapy.
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The clients
Chapters IV and V discussed the ways in which the therapist contri-
butes to the construction of the issues around which work is engaged.
Needless to say, the material brought by the client contributes to that
construction as well. To the extent that there are certain similarities
among the clients one sees, certain issues will tend to recur and cer-
tain unique demands will be placed on the therapist. Three client o :
groups emerged as salient in terms of illustrating how specific issues
and demands can be relevant to certain populations.
Chronologically, children are the first group. There are, to be
sure, divergent opinions about the validity of seeing children in treat-
ment without their parents, which relate to such issues as a child's
ability to give an informed consent to treatment. These issues notwith-
standing, there are unique demands made in work with children.
Primarily, children are seen as being less verbally defended, but
also less verbally articulate, than adults. This requires the therapist
to maintain a flexible approach to treatment and to have available a di-
versity of resources from which to select a mode of intervention. Game-
playing, model-building, and the like can provide useful non-verbal in-
formation in this regard. The therapist must be spontaneous in select-
ing an appropriate mode of intervention, but this spontaneity is limited
to the resources the therapist has available. Hence, the therapist must
develop the ability to make maximal creative use out of a finite range
of materials.
Assuming some resolution of the tasks of childhood, the next agency
which deals with crises of development is often the university counsel-
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ing center. Issues of autonomy, dependence, and separation predominate
as the client engages the tasks of differentiation. Much limit-testing
can ensue, such that practitioners in such settings may encounter issues
relating to drug dependence and sexuality as well as to more general
conflicts about competence and achievement.
While adulthood brings attendant conflicts as well, women in parti-
cular face specific tasks and choices. Two of the participants dis-
cussed the ways in which their investment in working with women related
to these choices. They saw themselves as role models for many of the
women they treated, such that they emphasized in their own lives and
work the range of experiences and choices potentially open to women. In
addition, one of them spoke strongly to the issue of her own energy in-
vestment, feeling that she could use it best in empathizing and working
with women's issues. Once again, the therapist's contribution is deter-
mined by the issues and work around which the therapist feels most able
and willing to connect.
The decision to work primarily with a given client population,
then, carries with it certain demands and responsibilities. The thera-
pist's decision to invest in such work results from a determination of
one's personal ability and willingness to meet those demands. Certain
issues also tend to predominate with certain client populations, such
that a decision to work with a given population entails a willingness to
engage those issues somewhat repeatedly.
Certain issues tend to recur in the general course of practice as
well. Consequently, these issues came up often in the course of the in-
terviews as the participants reflected on their experiences. The recur-
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rence of these issues suggests that there are certain themes with which
both clients and therapists grapple on an ongoing basis.
The issues
Client issues involving control of one's life and validation of
one's experience appeared in many of the change events discussed. To
somewhat lesser degrees, there were also issues of independence and dif-
ferentiation, especially from one's family of origin. This commonality
of issues across many of the clients discussed suggests that, at least
for the majority of therapists who participated, insight-oriented and
growth-oriented therapy is the preferred mode of treatment, such that *
the issues dealt with reflect concerns relevant to those orientations.
Several issues tended to recur for the therapists as well as they
reflected on the work they do and on the place of that work in their
lives. Reflecting on specific treatment experiences, several therapists
discussed the ways in which competition was a personal issue that was
sometimes aroused in work with clients. In terms of more general per-
spectives on their work, a number of therapists used the interviews to
reflect on their career directions as they were being engaged at the
ti me.
A therapist's investment in doing good work with a particular
client is a potentially healthy motivator. Clearly, such success in-
creases one's personal self-esteem and one's professional reputation,
with consequences for the enlargement of one's practice. These factors
appear with much more impact in private than in institutional work, as
it is in the private sector that the pragmatic consequences of doing
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well are most directly felt.
The appearance of potentially troublesome competitive factors re-
lated to doing well tends to increase with the appearance of certain
client characteristics. Very often, these characteristics relate to the
client's own level of professional standing and success. Therapists re-
peatedly discussed the apparently inescapable tendency to compare them-
selves to clients; this tendency increased to the extent that there were
such therapist-client similarities as age, background, and professional
activity.
Therapists also discussed competing with clients for insights and
for their acknowledgment of benefit from therapy. These maneuvers can
and often did eventuate in resistant intellectualization and therapeutic
stalemates. Therapists also compete for clients, in terms of the refer-
rals that can follow a successful treatment experience. This investment
in doing well can, however, sometimes have the paradoxical effect of de-
creasing the therapist's effectiveness; one example of this is the in-
stance of a client "getting well" with the goal of pleasing the thera-
pist rather than as a resolution of intrapsychic conflict. The thera-
pist is required to "do well" by working effectively but not competi-
tively, which requires a consideration of relational or process factors
and the client's individual readiness to change in addition to the ther-
apist's own investment in a particular outcome.
It is highly significant that therapists were sufficiently open to
discuss these competitive issues. Undoubtedly, professionals in other
fields encounter client or service situations with whom they invest more
effort than with others; but only therapists are expected to examine
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this process in themsolves and to ascertain its sources and effects.
More clearly than in other professions, psychotherapy is an experience
that occurs between people, such that issues that tend to come up be-
tween people tend to occur in psychotherapy. The challenge for the
therapist lies in keeping facilitative and therapeutically oriented the
energy associated with those issues (for example, by staying invested in
the work without becoming countertransferentially over-invested). The
therapist's inability or unwillingness to monitor these issues--to be
both a participant and an observer in tfie psychotherapy relationship-
can lead to countertransferential difficulties in treatment.
A number of therapists discussed their more general, almost contin-
uous, appraisals of their work and professional activities. The picture
that emerges is of a flexible profession whose members can devote time
and energy to a variety of activities, broadly defined as teaching, re-
search, therapy, consultation, and administration. They can also make,
or consider making, relatively significant shifts in their individual
balances of professional activities.
Consequently, personal issues aroused by anticipated or actual ca-
reer shifts can often have an impact on therapists' work. One therapist
discussed how issues with his parents--issues that his client was work-
ing on as well --were salient at the time of that work because of a re-
cent career change he had undergone. Another therapist discussed the
way his general personal issues around leaving--also related to his
client's work--were heightened at a time that he was considering a
change in career as well. For another, the decision about a career
change related to issues around personal control of his life. For each,
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the external event of an anticipated or actual change in career aroused
personal issues which meshed in some way with issues worked on by
cl ients
.
In general, then, the vicissitudes of the therapist's life mean
that certain personal issues will be salient at certain times. The
therapist's ability to monitor and, when possible, to use those issues
can contribute to the therapist's availability for the client's engage-
ment of similar or related issues.
Parenthetically, two therapists discussed more concrete ways of in-
creasing their availability to clients. Physical exercise and staying
in shape were seen as ways of developing the resources needed to work
effectively with demanding clients. For example, it was suggested that
a therapist who is physically fit could more readily mobilize the energy
needed in an emergency situation. While this orientation doubtless re-
flects the mood of the times, it also indicates that, at least for some
therapists, availability to clients can be operational ized and therefore
increased in tangible ways.
The effects of experience
Obvious benefits accrue to therapists as their experience base is
broadened and widened. They become more adept at recognizing treatment
issues and working along a variety of treatment dimensions. Different
modes of intervention open up and a flexible approach to treatment can
be maintained. They can also become aware of problematic personal is-
sues and can make informed decisions regarding the types of clients and
situations with which they have the greatest proficiency.
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An interesting consequence of increased experience is, at least as
reflected in the interviews, differences in theoretical orientations
often tend to blur. While the therapists discussed their respective
graduate training experiences using the traditional labels (e.g., psy-
choanalytic, Rogerian), no such specific labeling could be applied to
the work of many of them (with the exception, of course, of those work-
ing in the more technique-oriented modes such as behavior modification
and hypnosis). Within the more dynamic modes, the types of change
events discussed by practitioners of one orientation did not differ
dramatically from those of another orientation. There was, rather, a
more general orientation in their change events toward insight and
growth which transcended the terms by which they described their theore-
tical orientations. Therapists would ascribe more or less weight to
cognition versus affect, for example, which did reflect their individual
orientations; but there appeared in general to be more commonalities
than differences across the work of different therapists. Some dynamic-
ally trained therapists even went so far as to discuss their decreasing
investment in such "hallowed" concepts as transference, for example,
which they saw as unnecessarily complicating the work. What "regres-
sion" there is with increased experience clearly appears to be toward
the mean, as similarities among treatment approaches often appear among
practitioners of ostensibly different theoretical backgrounds.
The danger inherent in increased experience lies in the potential
for becoming jaded by the work and cynical about the prospects for
change. Indeed, five therapists (only three of whom were from the high-
experience end of the sample) discussed how dramatic instances of change
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had tended to occur more often toward the beginnings of their profes-
sional careers. This may relate to their tendency to take more in their
stride events that they may have seen as striking early on:
It seems from the two [critical moments] I've recalled that
they ve occurred less [as my experience has increased]. That
may be a function of my not being so impressed with what wasdramatic to me tv^enty years ago.
It may also relate to the subtle and not so subtle effects of burnout:
I also have the sense that, God, I must haVe heard everything
under the sun by now. I'm sure I haven't, but I can't imagine
that I'll ever be surprised by anything again in my whole
life, [laughs] I don't wish to sound and feel jaded--I don't
think that that's quite the case--it's just that there don't
seem to be too many surprises left.
Finally, with increased experience there may be a reduced need to notice
these highs and lows and to use them as a gauge of one's competence.
One can "afford" to let therapy proceed smoothly and gradually and feel
comfortable with that process. With increased experience,
You get, like, in shape. It becomes sort of a pre-reflective
awareness (italics mine) of what the patterns are.
. .like
driving: at first, you have to think about shifting and so
on, and it's exciting, you're speeding around, but you're
still fucking up. But then after a while you start driving
and you can't even remember what you saw: you're just driving
to get to the place where you want to go. But you're still
aware of what's going on, [only that] you know all the signs
ahead of time about avoiding accidents and what you're doir.g.
So it's not going toward mindlessness, but [toward] a differ-
ent kind of awareness.
Experience, then, can help one get into a "groove" that can be effective
in one's work. Problems can ensue if one loses one's spontaneity and
sense of excitement in the work, causing that groove to become a rut.
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Inherent in all the dimensions of practice are factors that can
heighten or obstruct a therapist's availability for the work of therapy.
Different settings have different benefits and costs associated with
them. Different client populations make different demands and arouse
different issues. The vicissitudes of the therapist's own life and ex-
perience base can be used to further the work of therapy or to impede
it.
It is the therapist's obligation to monitor these conditions in or-
der to ascertain and evaluate their impact on the work. Therapists can
do this in a variety of ways, including (as mentioned earlier) intro-
spection, rigorous attention to client feedback, supervision, and per-
sonal therapy. At this point, one more method must be added to that
list: therapists can agree to participate in an interview in hopes of
attaining some perspective on their work.
CHAPTER VII
THE EXPERIENCE OF THE RESEARCH
The present research has been an attempt at communicating on an ob-
jective level about experiences that can be highly subjective. The me-
thodology selected for the research reflects this balance of objectivity
and subjectivity. While the interviews followed a semi
-structured for-
mat, they were responsive to modifications based on participant needs
and interviewer assessments. The interview guide was continuously
evaluated in each interview in terms of its appropriateness to the ex-
perience the participant was describing. The objective findings already
discussed indicate that this approach effectively elicited the pheno-
menon under study. At this point, it becomes relevant to discuss the
research on a more subjective level, in terms of how it was experienced
by the participants and by me.
There were a number of significant risks associated with the choice
of the research question studied in this project and the selection of a
qualitative research methodology to explore the question. The thera-
pists who were contacted were asked to set aside a minimum of two hours
to discuss with an unknown graduate student their general and specific
perspectives on psychotherapy. Clearly, this was the first point at
which the research could have foundered: would therapists agree to par-
ticipate given the significant amount of professionally-remunerative
time being asked of them?
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was
Assuming the decision to participate was reached, another risk
arose. In the informed consent forms and in the course of the inter-
views, the therapists were appraised of the possibility that the inter-
views may broach personal areas. In order that the interviews elicit
meaningful content, the therapists had to trust that I would safeguard
both their interests and those of the clients they discussed. There
the very real potential for the therapists to adopt the self-protective
posture of apparent participation without significant personal invest-
ment, and for the interviews to result in sterile discussions of clients
and technique. The research could have foundered at this point as well:
would the interviews elicit meaningful information regarding the thera-
pists' contributions in psychotherapy?
The final risk was related to the objective communication of this
experience. Because the methodology was relative open, the potential
existed for concluding with thirty interviews that were discrete, dis-
tinct, and not capable of being integrated. Could the research be or-
ganized into a coherent whole?
The existence of the project in the present form indicates that
these challenges were met. The organizational structure emerged as
views and concepts were compared and contrasted in the course of review-
ing the interview notes and tapes. Moving from the specific to the more
general, the different' aspects of the therapist's contribution could be
categorized and described.
The data would not have been as rich, however, without the full
participation of the therapists who agreed to be interviewed. Because
the project really hinged on their meaningful participation, it should
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be examined in terms of the therapists' reasons for participating and
the outcome for them of having participated.
Three reasons were generally given by therapists for having parti-
cipated. The first related to my initial research strategy in contact-
ing only Ph.D.
-level psychologists. I had felt that because such indi-
viduals had themselves carried out research as part of their training
(as indicated by the Ph.D.), they would more readily agree to partici-
pate in this project. This hypothesis was confirmed unequivocally. Re-
peatedly, therapists mentioned that their empathy with me as a graduate
student had led them to consider participation. Familiar themselves
with the difficulties involved in doing research, they were eager to
help someone who v;as engaging those challenges.
This leads to the second reason often given for having partici-
pated. There was a general sense of wanting to pay back something to
the field of psychology or to make a contribution in the interests of
furthering knowledge in the field. The incentive for this was increased
by my presentation of myself as a student who wanted to learn about
their experiences. In this way, I reinforced their notions about the
contribution they were making. This sense of contributing something is
itself a notion that is familiar to many therapists on an ongoing basis
as well. Several therapists mentioned that their contributions to the
field often take the form of seeing some clients for a reduced fee or
volunteering several hours a week to an agency. For these therapists,
the interview seemed to be a novel way of fulfilling their desires to
contribute as therapists and as teachers.
The third reason given for having participated was of more direct
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personal benefit to the participants. The interviews were seen as pro-
viding the opportunity for them, as mentioned in the cover letter, to
view their work from a novel perspective. While that perspective was
not elaborated in the letter, it apparently was a sufficiently interest-
ing prospect to engage their attention. In addition, the format of the
research was such that these "professional listeners" would be listened
to with my complete attention, and their statements would be accorded
considerable weight (which my note-taking and tape recording reinforced),
This represented a shift in their accustomed mode of professional experi-
ence, which was itself motivating. The opportunity to discuss and re-
flect on their work with an interested individual was an experience that
many therapists missed from their days of supervised training. Without
significant effort, professional practice does not regularly lend itself
to such reflection. Professional practice is also an often isolating
experience, such that the interviews were an opportunity to alleviate
some of that isolation. The interviews, then, fulfilled some needs for
the therapists as well as for me.
Therapists used the interviews, to varying degrees of depth and in-
tensity, to reflect on and evaluate their professional and relevant per-
sonal experiences. Most engaged the interviews openly and honestly and
gave careful consideration to the areas being discussed. When they felt
it appropriate, they could set limits on their engagement; in actuality,
these limits were far more broad and flexible than I had anticipated
they would be. Apparently, once the therapists had agreed to partici-
pate, for the various reasons discussed above, they participated fully
with an investment in making the experience a meaningful one for them-
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selves. They reported having enjoyed the experience and feeling that
they had benefited from the opportunity to discuss their work. At the
conclusion of the interviews, they were often interested in discussing
the background of the research and the general findings to date, and
many asked to be sent a copy of the findings upon completion of the pro-
ject. (All participants were sent such a summary.) Many were favorably
impressed that the psychology department of this university would sup-
port such research, which was broad in terms of both content and method.
Several of the therapists wanted to follow up their participation
in more tangible ways. Two asked that copies of their interviews be
given to them, as they considered the interviews potentially useful ve-
hicles for teaching. One of the participants asked me to present my re-
search to a graduate-level seminar she taught at one of the local col-
leges. Fortunately, this presentation came soon after I had completed
all the interviews and provided me with a valuable opportunity to gain
some perspective on the research as a whole as well as to get some use-
ful feedback. Finally, one of the therapists asked to be informed re-
garding the date of my dissertation defense, as he was interested in
seeing the project at its point of culmination. These requests for fol-
low-up may be seen as illustrating the degree to which the participants
became involved in the research project.
As the researcher, I was often quite struck by the degree of thera-
pists' involvement and openness. I was initially quite anxious about
the interviews, as I felt I v;ould be interacting with people who were
quite skilled in interpersonal relating. This anxiety was reminiscent
of the anxiety felt by clients who fear that their therapists will "see
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through" them. Needless to say, I was quite gratified by the degree of
honesty with which the therapists engaged the interviews and me. In-
deed, there were points at which I felt I wanted to put down my pen and
shut off the tape recorder, as some of the therapists revealed quite in-
timate personal perspectives and experiences. There were often times at
which the research felt secondary to the interpersonal experience of
which I was a part. In a way that is similar to therapy, I was required
to be both a participant in the process and an observer of it. In a re-
lated fashion, many of the therapists commented on the experience having
felt like a process that unfolded naturally rather than in terms of an
agenda (which therapists also have at times).
Comments like these made the experience a validating one for me. i
had the opportunity to meet a wider range of therapists than I had en-
countered in graduate training and to discuss and compare therapeutic
perspectives with them. Their responses to me indicated that my per-
spectives were interesting and often stimulating, which I felt to be
strongly supportive of my interests and abilities as both a researcher
and a therapist.
I was surprised by the relaxed approach taken by some of the thera-
pists toward protecting their identities. I had assumed that therapists
would agree to participate only after being given strict assurances that
the confidentiality of their participation would be safeguarded. While
they did not to my knowledge divulge to each other the content of their
participation, several mentioned to me that they had heard from thera-
pists of their acquaintance about their participation in the study. To
the extent that each participant is able to identify his/her material in
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this text, the possibility exists that therapists of one's close per-
sonal acquaintance will be able to do that as well. Clearly, however,
this was the participants' decision. My task was and is to ensure con-
fidentiality of participation and of content. The therapists could and
can decide themselves how much of that material to divulge to others.
In any case, therapists were very strict and responsible about maintain-
ing confidentiality of client material. While they were often remark-
ably open in terms of personal limits, they were appropriately protec-
tive of client limits.
Themderstanding gained from this and other aspects of the research
make it a valuable learning experience for me. I found myself able to
meet the risks discussed at the beginning of this chapter as well as
other challenges related to this research.
Significant among those challenges was one related to the produc-
tive use of the qualitative methodology. I tried to remain continuously
sensitive to the need for a balance between the spontaneous emergence of
the phenomenon under study and my probes aimed at facilitating that
emergence. I had to remain open to the areas around which the thera-
pists could most readily connect without forfeiting my own general guid-
ing perspectives. As I became more experienced with the interview pro-
cess, my ability to remain appropriately open increased.
That increased experience had potential drawbacks as well. Thera-
pists are not the only ones who can "burn out"; carrying out a series of
interviews with thirty different people who must be engaged in a facili-
tating manner is itself an intense and draining experience. Fortunate-
ly, my investment in the phenomenon and in the research aimed at elicit-
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ing it was sufficiently high to maintain my interest and involvement at
a productive level. That investment was strongly reinforced by the
quality of the material that the interviews were eliciting and by the
meaningful involvement of the participants.
There were pragmatic considerations that could also have taken
their toll. Therapists are busy professionals, such that there were
often formidable challenges involved in contacting them and finding mu-
tually convenient meeting times. To their credit and my gratitude, they
were extremely helpful in trying to make these arrangements. They gave
up evenings, Sundays, and other free and professional times that could
have been given to other activities. The interviews were conducted
wherever the therapists preferred, such that logistical matters of
scheduling and transportation had to be taken into account. These con-
siderations also made the experience a challenging one.
The experience that resulted for me was a valuable culmination of
my graduate training, perhaps made all the more valuable because of the
difficulties and challenges it entailed. Tt synthesized my academic,
research, and professional skills and interests into a project of per-
sonal meaning. I received personal validation and professional recogni-
tion from the people I interviewed, the information I collected, and the
conceptual scheme I organized. There was a degree of personal involve-
ment in this research that I have not experienced in other types of re-
search I have engaged.
There was also an almost mystical coherence to the completion of
the process. The thirtieth and last therapist I interviewed recommended
that I interview a therapist with whom he shared a professional interest
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and whom he thought to be especially competent. As it turned out, the
therapist he recommended was the first therapist I had interviewed. The
circle had closed.
Summary and implications
This study described and illustrated different aspects of thera-
pists' contributions to the process of client change. Specific in-
stances of client change were used as points of departure for illustrat-
ing the ways in which therapists facilitate client movement in the gen-
eral course of therapy. This facilitation was viewed in terms of the
personal and professional material therapists bring to the treatment
situation. Different aspects of professional practice were discussed
insofar as they provide a fuller picture of the experience of being a
facilitator of change. That experience was shown to be one which makes
unique demands on those who choose to engage it while having the poten-
tial of bringing unique rewards as well.
This study has implications for the training of therapists and for
the professional practice of psychotherapy. Clearly, it is felt that it
is important that therapists become aware of and sensitive to the ma-
terial which they bring to the treatment situation. The professional
aspects of that material can be developed through course work and in the
application of theory to actual case work. The personal aspects of that
material can receive development through workshops, supervision, and/or
personal psychotherapy. Graduate training should foster an atmosphere
in which one's development along all those dimensions is supported and
encouraged.
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In terms of professional practice, perhaps the most important find-
ing of this study relates to the need for balance in one's work as a re-
sult of the potentially draining nature of psychotherapy. For some
therapists, this balance takes the form of committing certain profes-
sional hours to activities other than psychotherapy. For others, the
balance is found within their practices, in terms of seeing a wide range
of clients and presenting problems. Benefits and costs may be found in
each approach to the issue of professional balance.
Therapists who devote much time to the practice of psychotherapy,
or who tend to see one type of client, can potentially develop a high
degree of expertise in their work. The repetition of issues or themes
can facilitate their recognition by the therapist and increase the ther-
apist's ability to work with them. On the other hand, the potential
exists for the therapist to become stagnant in approach or inflexible in
mode of threatment when the client population is limited or when the
therapist is shut off from the input of other professionals. These con-
cerns point to the importance of finding a balance between sameness and
variety within one's professional practice.
Different therapists find different individual balances, comparable
to the way different therapists draw on different individual material in
treatment. A therapist is effective if the balance struck (or the ma-
terial brought) is found to be appropriate, in terms of it contributing
to the therapist's ability to facilitate client change. That different
therapists can facilitate similar kinds of changes in different ways in-
dicates that there is room in professional practice for individuality,
and, further, that that individuality can be appropriately recognized as
a therapeutic strength. Both training and practice should be con
structed in ways that allow therapists to develop that individual
within the larger, consensual context of growthful client change.
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APPENDIX A
Cover Letter
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
University of Massachusetts
Amherst 01003
Department of Psychology
(Therapist's name and address)
Dear Dr.
:
I am a graduate student in clinical psychology at the University of
Massachusetts/Amherst. A large part of my training here, both theore-
tical and applied, has been in the area of psychotherapy. As a conse-
quence of that experience, I have developed an appreciation for the
therapist-client relationship as a unique interpersonal situation and a
vehicle for change. My dissertation research has grown out of that in-
terest.
My research focuses on "critical moments" of change in psychotherapy
These are the moments, or the exchanges, that are looked back on as hav-
ing been turning points in the course of a therapy--from the perspective
of the therapist, of the client, or of both. It's difficult to elabor-
ate in a brief letter all the possible dimensions of a critical moment;
as therapists, however, we know that such events occur in the course of
some therapies, though they may be difficult to articulate. I would
like to find out more about such events by speaking to you about the ex-
perience of being part of such a turning point with a client in your ca-
reer as a psychotherapist. I hope you would find this an interesting
opportunity to speak about your work in a somewhat novel perspective.
I obtained your name from among those listed in the 1978 APA Directory
or the 1978 National Re gister
,
and will call you in the next few days to
answer any other questions you may have. At that time, I'd like to ask
you about participating in this study.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Jay Safier
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APPENDIX B
Informed Consent
I understand that the purpose of this study is to investigate the
ways psychotherapists work to facilitate change in psychotherapy, and
the impact this has on them. I agree to participate in a semi-struc-
tured interview about such an instance (or instances) in my own experi-
ence. It is possible that through participation in this interview I may
gain increased insight into the work I do as a psychotherapist. Since
the interview may broach personal issues, I realize that I may decline
to answer any question or terminate the interview at any time. I under-
stand that everything I say will be kept completely confidential.
I agree to participate in this study.
Name Date
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APPENDIX C
Interview Guide
Rapport and background
Self-introduction-interest in moments of change in psychotheraov(reviewing cover letter material)
Confidentiality of material, taping
Demographic data about therapist:
age
sex
professional training
how long practicing
locus of practice (private, institutional, etc.)
average number of clients seen weekly
theoretical orientation and view of psychotherapy
Therapist's view of concept of "critical moment"--meaning? rele-
vance? etc.
In general, do you see the therapist-client relationship as a ve-
hicle for work? (relevance of concept to what therapist does)
If so, how?
Description of critical moment
Description of client with whom moment occurred:
age
sex
where seen
how long ago
Description of general course of work till then:
what was happening in the therapy?
what kinds of issues was the client working on?
how would you characterize your relationship up to that point?
(e.g., supportive, confrontati ve
,
etc.)
what kinds of interpersonal issues were coming up?
how were you feeling about the work to that point? (e.g., sa-
tisfied vs_. unsatisfied, eager vs^. frustrated)
wriere and how far into the therapy did the event happen?
What happened in this specific session:
what led up to the critical moment in the session?
what was the exchange of the critical moment?
what did you do to facilitate the change? specific interven-
tion? verbal, nonverbal, or combination?
what did it lead to in the session?
How did it affect the course of the therapy? (i.e., what it led
to in the therapy)--Why define it as a critical moment?
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Relationship of event to therapist as a person
What were you feeling at the critical moment?
What do you think the client was feeling at the time?
Were you aware that this intervention would be so impactful?(conscious or preconscious basis?)
Why do you think you were able to be so facilitative at the time?
What do you think contributed?
why with tMs_ client? (was there something about the client
or about your relationship, that contributed to your ability
to be facilitative?)
why at this_ time? (were external events in the therapist's
life affecting ability to "put out" or connect with client?)(Probe--if doesn't develop spontaneously:) Have you had any per-
sonal experience with the issue the client was dealing with at
the critical moment?
describe--what happened? how long ago?
same issue as client or related "mix" of personal material?
how distant—chronologically and psychological ly--are you from
the personal event?
is the issue a chronic or time-limited one for you?
(Probe) Were there other similarities between you and the client
that may have played a role? (e.g., education, background)
Or, were there certain differences that you feel were impor-
tant?
Retrospect (reflection on past)
Looking back, would you take the same approach again with that
client? (i.e., do you think it was a "good idea"?)
How would the work have been different without the occurrence of
the critical moment?
Do you think this approach would have worked with any client in the
same situation?
How important is/was this client to your professional/personal
self-image? one of your "best" clients?
does the occurrence of a critical moment enhance/ensure a
client's memorableness?
Have you had several such noticeable change events? Do they hap-
pen often?
What kinds of situations and clients do these moments tend to
happen with? What "ingredients" have to be there?
Have these moments occurred more often as your experience in-
creased?
Js the occurrence of a critical moment necessary for you to define
the work as successful?
Reflection on present
Why did you agree to participate in the study?
Why did you pick this critical moment to discuss?
How has it felt to speak about the critical moment?
ease v^. difficulty of articulating and communicating the
event? ^
new comprehension or new perspectives emerging?
violation of intimacy?
Questions, comments we have not addressed?
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APPENDIX D
Debriefing Statement
Thank you for your participation. My focus on critical moments in
psychotherapy arises from an interest in the personal impact on the
therapist of doing therapy, as well as the ways in which therapists may
make use of their personal material in psychotherapy. Specifically, I
am interested in seeing the role empathic identification with a client's
situation may play in facilitating change in therapy. More generally,
I am interested in the parameters affecting the therapist's ability to
facilitate change at discrete points in psychotherapy. I hope that my
"
findings can be put to use in my own work as a therapist as well as in
the training of therapists. To the extent that this research serves
both a personal and professional function, it reflects my own interest
in the interplay of therapists' personal and professional lives.
If you have any questions, I will be glad to answer them. Thank
you again for your participation.
Jay Safier

